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ON THE BALL BANKING 
PUTS A FULL TEAM BEHIND YOU 
THE BIG BANK WITH BIG SERVICE! 
7k* 
BANK OF WOOD COUNTY CO. 
MEMBER  FEDERAL RESERVE  SYSTEM MEMBER   FEDERAL   DEPOSIT   INSURANCE   CORP. 
A FULL 
SERVICE 
BANK 
STADIUM 
INFORMATION 
• We request your cooperation in observing the rules and 
traditions of this University and of the state law which 
makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic beverages 
of any kind at an athletic event. 
• Concession stands are conveniently located at the end 
of each entrance ramp under the stadium. 
• Rest rooms are located on both the east and west sides 
of the stadium and can be found between ramps 2 and 
4, 6 and 8, 1 and 3 plus 5 and 7. 
• Telephones are conveniently located in the stadium next 
to all the rest room facilities. 
• The first aid room is on the east side of the stadium 
between ramps 4 and 6. 
• Anyone finding a lost article is requested to turn it in to 
the ticket office under the east stands. 
• Spectators must keep off the playing field at all times 
during and after the game. At the end of the game, 
spectators must use the ramp exits rather than the field 
level exits. 
WOOD COUNTY 
PRINTING 
COMPANY 
IS HONORED TO BE 
THE FIRM SELECTED 
TO PRINT THE 1971 
EDITION OF 
BOWLING GREEN'S 
SIDELINE ILLUSTRATED 
which was selected as the second leading 
collegiate football program in the nation for 
1970 in the 5,000 to 10,000 circulation 
category by the College Sports Information 
Directors of America. 
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Falcon Sideline Illustrated is the 
official souvenir program for all 
Bowling Green State University 
Home football games. The pro- 
gram is edited by Bob Moyers, 
sports information director. Ad- 
vertising and sales manager is 
Jim Krone. Printing is by Wood 
County Printing Co., Bowling 
Green. 
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK 
w LIVE COVERAGE OF 
B FALCON HOCKEY HOME 
G 
& 
AWAY 
LISTEN! 
88.1 FM 
U "YOUR FALCON HOCKEY STATION" 
  FM 
Dear Falcon Football Fans: 
I understand that this is "the year 
of the sophomore." I hope so. 
I like what that term says about an 
athletic program as well as about a 
total university. It means first of all 
that ceremony, custom and seniority 
are not as important as being able to 
do a job. It seems to imply a kind 
of "open opportunity" which gives 
each person who has enough desire 
an opportunity to be successful. And 
it means a special spirit, occasionally 
a super-effort, even some flair. 
I suppose "the sophomore year" 
also means that there are at least two 
more years following this one which 
stand to get better. I hope this is 
true, for there is much we need to 
accomplish in this university, both 
within the athletic program and else- 
where, and we will need more than 
just this year — or even the next two 
— to accomplish them. 
Intercollegiate athletics have been 
an important part of the Bowling 
Green scene almost from the begin- 
ning days of the University. Traditions 
have been established, and a reputa- 
tion for excellence and for variety and 
scope in our sports programs have 
been the result. It is evident that this 
year's football team and coaches in- 
tend to revive our reputation — not 
ride on it. 
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In the years immediately ahead all 
aspects of University programs —■ ath- 
letics included — will be called on 
to justify their value to the total enter- 
prise and to provide a kind of ac- 
countability in terms of educational 
contribution as well as cost. This calls 
for leadership of the athletic programs 
of an uncommon sort. I believe we 
have such leadership here at Bowling 
Green, and I am particularly confident 
when I listen to Dick Young, our 
athletic director, as he explains his 
philosophy of how the athletic pro- 
gram fits into the total educational 
picture. His ideas have implications 
for teaching, for scholarship policies, 
and for our general outlook toward 
students and their reciprocal respons- 
ibilities with the University. 
Intercollegiate athletics are an op- 
portunity for the University to display 
excellence far beyond the common- 
place — just as we give visibility to 
special talent through fine arts, jour- 
nalism, honoraries and elsewhere. 
Apparently a good season of foot- 
ball is ahead for us at Bowling Green. 
Maybe even a memorable one. 
Hollis A. Moore 
President 
6GSU 
ICE ARENA 
Enjoy 
Recreational 
Skating! 
Public Skating Sessions: 
Wed., Fri., Sat., Sun. 
Evenings 8-10 p.m. 
Sunday Afternoons, 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
Students 75^ 
Adults $1.25 
Rental Skates 
Available 
=:G^ESS^:°=Lc^=^:cSeiu:i-.Car,05 Jackson'Ron chism-Head c~h ■*- --■« - *■ --■ 
FOR RESERVATIONS 
PHONE 353-9863 
GOOD LUCK 
FALCONS! 
1450 E.  Wooster St. 
Across From Harshman 
Dorm—V2   Mile West 
of 1-75 Interchange 
Featuring: 
• 36 Modern Rooms 
• Restaurant 
• Room Phones 
• Conference Room 
• Color TV Available 
n 
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The 
University Union 
Welcomes You To 
BOWLING GREEN  UNIVERSITY 
and invites you to 
Enjoy These Facilities 
Within The University Union: 
• THE FALCON'S NEST (Snack Bar, Cafeteria) 
• THE CARDINAL ROOM (Snack Bar) 
• THE PHEASANT ROOM (Luncheons & Dinners) 
• THE CARNATION ROOM (Sunday Buffet) 
• BARBER SHOP 
• THE BUCKEYE ROOM (Bowling, Billiards) 
• GUEST ROOMS (TV, Air Conditioning) 
• CATERING SERVICE (By Arrangement) 
• THE LITTLE SHOP (Gifts, Cards) 
BOWLING GREEN'S ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT administrative staff extends a warm welcome to all Falcon fans attending today's game. This 
year's staff includes (l-r) Bob Moyers, sports information director; Dr. Terry Flannigan, administrative assistant and director of the ice arena; 
Bob Dudley, administrative assistant and manager of the golf course; Dick Young, athletic director; Ken Schoeni, administrative assistant in 
fields and facilities; Dale Herbert, assistant athletic director and coordinator of fields and facilities, and Jim Krone, director of tickets and 
promotion.  Missing from the  picture is Don Cunningham, assistant athletic  director  and  business  manager. 
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DON   ALBRECHT 
HPE 
JOHN  COOK 
English 
THE BGSU FALCONS 
FRANK ALLEN 
Business 
JOE BABICS 
History 
MARK  BEACH 
HPE 
JON   BRANDYBERRY        GREG BREWTON 
Comprehensive Science   HPE 
BRIAN  CROSS JOHN   CZERWINSKI DON  DILLINGHAM 
HPE Industrial Arts Sociology 
JESSE  GREATHOUSE TOM  HALL 
Journalism Biology 
RICK HANS 
Industrial Ed. 
DORSEYS 
DRUGS 
500 E. Wooster 
By The Tracks 
VISIT OUR 
PIPE SHOP 
G.B.D. Our Feature 
GOOD  LUCK 
FALCONS! 
FRANK'S 
SALES & 
SERVICE 
Your Westinghouse 
Appliance Mart 
in Bowling Green 
891 South Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
354-9801     •     353-8761 
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*Z COPY 
oSic^Sit 
CENTERS, 
••QUALITY PRINTING •• 
• • WHILE YOU WAIT •• 
•• FOR PENNIES •• 
• PRICE LISTS • PHOTOGRAPHS 
• LETTERHEADS • CATALOGS 
• FORMS • LETTERS • REPORTS 
• ENVELOPES ALSO FOLDING • 
CUTTING • PADDING • COLLATING 
• PLASTIC BINDING • LAMINATING 
ONE TO A THOUSAND PRINTED COPIES 
IN MINUTES FROM ANY PHOTOGRAPHABIE 
ORIGINAL LOW, LOW PRICES 
RUBBER STAMPS 
AND 
BUSINESS CARD ORDERS 
352-5762 
111 5. Main   Bowling G reen 
MAKE IT KEEPS 
WITH A 
DIAMOND RING FROM 
EWELHY3TORE 
125 North Main  Street 
Downtown  Bowling Green 
THE BGSU FALCONS 
EARL  HARGROVE 
Business Ed. 
JAMIE HENNEBERRY NORM   HILLSTROM 
Business Education 
JOHN JACQUOT 
Art 
JOE  KEETLE 
Speech 
TONY  KIJANKO 
Geology 
DAVE  KONOWAL 
Industrial Arts 
REID   LAMPORT 
Education 
FRED   LANE 
General Business 
TOM  HOUSTEAU 
HPE 
BOB KILPATRICK 
English 
JULIUS LIVAS 
HPE 
STEVE  MADDEN 
Sociology 
H 
BOB MARTIN 
History 
DENNIS MAUPIN 
HPE 
,jv     ^L Mm 
GARY McBRIDE 
Industrial Arts 
Q 
BARRY McCURDY 
HPE 
DAVE McMICHAEL 
Industrial Management 
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THE WHIRLER/STYLF 485 
Button-Front Leather Coat. 38" long. Self collar, 
panel pockets, full placket front, belted, satin lined. 
Available At 
NICHOLS 
109 South Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Cresco 
THE BVARNACO GROUP 
THE CRAFTSMEN 
IN LEATHER, SUEDE AND CLOTH 
THE MASTER/STYLE 265 
Button-Front Leather Coat. 32" long. Body-shaped 
front and back, notched self collar, belted, 
lower flap pockets, satin lining. 
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DUTCH PANTRY 
FAMILY RESTAURANTS ® 
"CHUST FOR YOU n 
HOME STYLE 
PENNSYLVANIA  DUTCH  COOKING 
Hours:    Sunday — Thursday 7 a.m.- 10 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 7 a.m. - 11   p.m. 
WOOSTER STREET AT 1-75 
Across From The Stadium 
LAHEY 
ELECTRONICS, 
INC. 
176  S.  Main  St.  352-3502 
Sales — Repairs —  Installations 
• Philco Color TV 
• Frigidaire Appliances 
• Tappan Gas Ranges 
• Hotpoint Appliances 
• Sound System Installation 
And/or Rental 
TttUvwtittf SW Stone 
Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
FILM     •     SUNGLASSES    •     UMBRELLAS     •     RAIN    BONNETS     •     FALCON    SOUVENIRS 
SWEATSHIRTS    •    TEXTBOOKS    •    ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES    •    GREETING CARDS    •     RECORDINGS 
VISIT  US AFTER  THE GAME! 
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THE BGSU FALCONS 
LARRAN MEADOR 
HPE 
GREG MECZKA 
Marketing 
PAUL MILES 
Biology 
DICK MISSLER 
HPE 
ft A ~h 
DON PLUSQUELLIC 
Pre-Law 
PHIL  POLAK 
Business 
STEVE PRICE 
HPE 
PETE   PRYFOGLE 
Chemistry 
3 
1 jBB 
MIKE  RIMAS 
Business  Law 
GARY SCHAEFER 
HPE 
GARY SEEMANN 
Social Studies 
AFTER THE GAME 
Restaurant & Lounge 
163 South Main 
Elegant Dining In 
The All New 
BISMARCK 
ROOM 
Cocktails For The 
Discriminate In Our 
Distinctive Lounge 
Tony  Kaufman 
Keith Kaufman 
Managers 
rue 
160 N. Main 352-9926 
SPECIALIZING  IN 
CHINESE  FOOD 
• Chinese Food To Carry Out 
• Rooms For Private Parties 
• Noonday Luncheon Specials 
DINING ROOM OPEN 
Mon. - Thurs. — 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. - 11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
COCKTAILS TIL 1 A.M. 
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THE BGSU FALCONS 
HAL  WATZ 
Physics 
MYRON WILSON 
History 
BILL  WITTE 
Speech   Ed. 
JOHN  VILLAPIANO ROGER WALLACE 
Business HPE 
DAVE WOLFE 
Industrial   Ed. 
GARY ZELONIS 
i 
HPE 
GIB FOSTER 
President 
GLEN COALE 
Manager 
BOWLING GREEN 
MOTOR SALES CO. 
North Dixie Highway  •   Phone  353-7691 
HOME OF 
QUALITY CARS-QUALITY SERVICE 
Lincoln - Mercury * American Motors 
"Small Enough To Know You— 
Large Enough To Serve You" 
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BARTLETT 
INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
Charles E. Bartlett, CPCU 
Protection For 
• HOME 
• CAR 
• FAMILY 
• BUSINESS 
111  Clay    Bowling Green 
Phone 353-8841 
SOUTH 
SIDE 6 
QUICK SERVICE 
CARRY-OUT 
All Your Favorite 
Party Supplies 
Imported & Domestic 
Beer & Wines 
HOURS 
Daily & Sunday Til 11  p.m. 
Fri. &Sat. Til 12 p.m. 
352-4581 
Corner S. Main & Napoleon 
ENJOY THE GAME! 
The STATE SAVINGS 
& Loan Company 
300 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
PHONE 352-5226 
FOUR REASONS why the Bowling Green varsity football team will be among the best dressed 
and most pampered teams in the nation this fall are Don Woods, assistant equipment manager; 
Glenn Sharp, equipment manager; Mark Cusac, sophomore student manager from Troy, and 
Glen   Foster,   sophomore   student   manager  from   Canton. 
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WHITMAN HARDWARE 
& GARDEN CENTER 
Ben Whitman, Prop. 
181  South Main St. 
HANNA PAINT  •  GLASS 
PLUMBING &  ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLIES 
SPORTING GOODS 
JACOBSEN LAWN 
MOWERS 
HOUSEWARES 
Phone   354-0481 
We Deliver 
Vmityjjmet 
1033 S. MAIN 
• 24 Automatic 
Brunswick Lanes 
• Cocktail Lounge 
And Restaurant 
• Instructions Available 
Phone 352-5247 
FUTURE 
FALCUN 
FOOTBALL 
1972 
Sept. 16 WEBER STATE 
23 at Miami 
30 at Western Michigan 
Oct.     7 at Toledo 
14 KENT 
21 at San Diego State 
28 MARSHALL 
Nov.    4 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
11 DAYTON 
18 at Tampa 
1973 
Sept. 15 V. M. I. 
22 at Dayton 
29 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct.     6 TOLEDO 
13 at Kent State 
20 MIAMI 
27 at Marshall 
Nov.    3 at Ohio University 
10 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
17 NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
24 at University of Idaho 
1974 
Sept. 14 at East Carolina 
21 DAYTON 
28 at Western Michigan 
Oct.     5 at Toledo 
12 KENT STATE 
19 at Miami 
26 MARSHALL 
Nov.    2 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
9 ARKANSAS STATE U. 
16 at Southern Mississippi 
MODERN 
HEATING 
b AIR 
CONDITIONING 
210 N. Main 
Phone 354-2615 
"Heating   Is   Our   Business 
Not A Sideline" 
Compliments of 
ROTH 
WAYSIDE 
FURNITURE 
North Dixie 
Highway 
Bowling Green, O. 
Phone 354-8334 
Beautiful Dry Cleaning 
FOR YOUR 
CLOTHING   & 
DRAPERIES 
T. L C. 
Tender Loving 
Care 
345  N. Maple 
Phone 353-4494 
FREE 
DELIVERY! 
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THE FALCON FOOTBALL TRAINING STAFF this fall includes (first row, l-r) Garry Miller, Ric 
Courson, Gary Lake, (second row, l-r) Harry Tyson, Steve Thomas, Lee Kermode and Head Trainer 
Bob  Livengood. 
BOWLING GREEN'S GRADUATE ASSISTANTS IN FOOTBALL for the 1971 season include (first row, 
l-r) Paul (Rocky) Alt, Crestline; Jim Hodakievic, Warren; Larry Kehres, Diamond; (second row, l-r) 
Mike Von Stein, Bluffton; Mike Norman, Orrville; Dave Finley, Dover, and Tom Mulligan, 
Warrensville Heights. 
HELPING TO KEEP things running smoothly in the athletic department are seven attractive secre- 
taries. This year's group includes, l-r, Becky Meek, Bernece Burris, Pam Dotson, Marty Frobose, 
Ann Baer, Nancy Zeigler, an unidentifiable "walk-on" and Lauretta Lahman. 
GO   FALCONS! 
VATAN'S 
IMPORT AND GIFTS 
'FOR THE PERFECT GIFT" 
109 NORTH MAIN ST. 
BOWLING  GREEN,  OHIO 
GO FALCONS! 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
1424 E. Wooster St. 
Across From Harshman 
THE   BEST  IN 
GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Cow Bells 
•   Freddie Falcon 
Mascots 
Sweat Shirts 
•  Throw-Away 
Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
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Ycwi Hwt^im Coo4t to CoMfc" 
® 
^a 
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VU^ 
OF   AMERICA 
llllllll 
THE NATION'S 
INNKEEPER® 3 
RLG. U-S.PAT.Urr. 
Holiday Inn Of 
Bowling Green 
1-75 and Old U.S. Route 6 
Featuring: 
• 100 Modern Rooms 
• Banquet Facilities 
• Meeting Rooms for up 
To 300 
• Swimming Pool 
• Entertainment Nightly 
WE WISH THE 
FIGHTING FALCONS A 
SUCCESSFUL SEASON 
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FALCON SIDELINE ILLUSTRATED 
Vol. II    No. 5 
Bob Moyers, Editor 
Member 
Xavier Dads Day Game 
16 He's No. 1 In Our Book 
Jerry Fischer, left Bowling Green 
this month after making the Uni- 
versity No. 1 in the nation in 
publications during the 1970-71 
year. Anne Crawford leaves her 
Woman's World page to talk about 
her "boss" and review his awards 
and honors. 
17 Falcon Hot Line 
The editor looks at today's game 
from many angles. 
18 Column Notes 
In order to know more about the 
man, and ex-assistant-sports infor- 
mation director at Bowling Green, 
Jerry Fischer was asked to express 
himself. He did as only he could 
do. 
19 Band Notes 
Drum major Lindy McQuown has 
been a starter for four years with 
the Falcon Band. He comes to life 
through the pen of bandsman Rick 
Brechmacher. 
20 Maupin Centers Life Around 
Sibling Rivalry 
Denny Maupin came to Bowling 
Green to be an all-league center 
because his brother went to Ohio 
University. His story is told in this 
week's player feature. 
21 Kids Korner 
Ann Baer asked our coaches' kids 
to be contributing editors to our 
program. What follows is the fifth 
and final contribution. 
22 Bowling Green Roster 
27 Xavier Roster 
28 Xavier University 
29 Photos Of The Musketeers 
30 The Pro Game 
The violent world of Phil Villa- 
piano took Jim Krone to the Oak- 
land-Cleveland game in October. 
His impressions from the sideline 
to the locker room reveal that Phil 
is still Phil. 
31 Autograph Photo Of Phil 
Villapiano 
32 Be A Falcon Club Booster 
Bowling Green's Falcon Club is 
proud to be heading toward a rec- 
ord year. Are you included among 
the membership roster which also 
jumps to the next page? 
33 Falcon Club Continued 
34 The Taste Of Tangerines and 
Season's Greetings 
The editor tastes some tangerines 
and thanks a few persons while 
the athletic director offers a sea- 
son greeting and thanks everyone. 
SIDELINE ILLUSTRATED — Bob Moyers, Editor. Jim Krone, Advertising 
Manager. Cover Design by Jerry Fischer. Contributing editors are Anne 
Crawford, Teri Sharp, Jim Krone, Rick Brechmacher, Bill DuBois and Ann 
Baer. Photo Credits by Bill DuBois, Cliff Boutelle of BG News Service, 
Xavier News Service. Special Material by Jerry Fischer and Jack Cherry. 
Permission to reprint editorial content is granted, provided that credit 
is given. 
STADIUM VIEW 
SUNOCO 
SUNOCO) 
Sam West 
Dealer 
Phone 352-9014 
MARSH 
WINTON 
APPLIANCE 
CENTER 
GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
WASHERS -  DRYERS 
WASHERS - CLEANERS 
123  South Main 
Phone 352-6792 
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HE'S NO. 1 IN OUR BOOK 
MINI-EDITORIAL 
Everyone should have an oppor- 
tunity to know a Jerry Fischer. In 
the following three pages you may 
catch sight of him through the eyes 
of Anne Crawford, his attractive 
assistant; the list of national awards 
which has made Bowling Green 
No. 1 in the nation in publications; 
or perhaps Fischer's own guest 
column. Unfortunately for Bowling 
Green, Jerry Fischer can't stand to 
be No. 1. To reach the top of one 
mountain means only to start 
climbing another. To him his new 
position with Beach and McKenna, 
a visual communications firm based 
in Toledo, is a new field and a 
chance to be a new No. 1 Like in 
the song, to have known him is to 
love him. And like his favorite 
"chicken" tie, Jerry Fischer will 
always keep crossing new streets 
just to get to the other side. BG 
will miss him. 
THE EDITOR 
By Anne Crawford 
Within the past three and a half 
years Bowling Green State University's 
publications have received 27 awards, 
and this summer were ranked first in 
the country by the American College 
Public Relations Association when 
compared with 1300 other colleges 
and universities. 
This recognition is due primarily to 
the efforts of one very talented indi- 
vidual, Jerry Fischer, who joined the 
University staff in January, 1968, and 
served until this month as director of 
publications. Few realized, then, the 
impact that he would have on Bowl- 
ing Green's publications or on the 
University itself. 
Fischer, who was once assistant 
sports information director at Bowling 
Green, returned to the campus be- 
cause he was challenged by the prob- 
lem of effectively presenting Bowling 
Green through its publications. 
He brought to Bowling Green lib- 
eral attitudes and a new ad-man ap- 
proach to the University as a business 
with a commodity to promote. He 
remembers, "People thought of me 
as a communications communist be- 
cause I didn't do things the way they 
had always been done." 
However, his talent as a writer and 
designer and his ability to effectively 
convey information about Bowling 
Green earned him an unofficial title 
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as the University's "image ombuds- 
man." His publications reached a vast 
audience and even those who don't 
know Bowling Green have a concept 
of the University which he has 
influenced. 
Stimulated by the challenge of solv- 
ing problems and often tackling new 
projects just to see if he could do 
them, Fischer created several new 
publications. In his three and a half 
years at Bowling Green, the number 
of jobs completed annually increased 
from 50 to 500. To him, each job was 
different and it got his individual at- 
tention while he was working on it. To 
give any less effort would not have 
been fair to the client or to himself. 
The numbers of clients for whom 
Fischer created brochures, posters, 
magazines, etc. represents a cross- 
section of campus personnel and indi- 
cates his ability to solve a variety of 
communications problems. He work- 
ed with students, faculty, administra- 
tors, and members of the community. 
"Your work is an extension of your 
personality," says Fischer. And each 
of his projects reflects his efforts to 
make copy and design work together 
for the University. 
Fischer did not confine himself to 
two-dimensional media. He designed 
the sign for Perry Stadium and worked 
with the campus architects to design 
a new sign system for the University. 
He has worked in television and was 
instrumental in the use of supergraph- 
ics in the renovation of Rodgers Hall. 
He put in many long hours at the 
University, but even when he left the 
office, he was still on the job. " Com- 
munication is more than an eight to 
five job. It is a whole way of life," 
Fischer   said.   "I   used   to   think  you 
should be able to turn it off, and it 
bothered me that I was constantly 
aware of design. I used to examine 
menus in restaurants, packages in 
stores, and sign systems in shopping 
centers. Now I realize that you have 
to be in shape to communicate, and 
it requires a continuous effort to keep 
up with the developments in design." 
Given a choice of participating in 
an activity or being a spectator, he 
would invariably choose the former, 
even to relax. If he isn't working, he 
is probably unwinding on the golf 
course, curling in the ice arena, play- 
ing football with his two young sons, 
or building something for the house. 
Even listening to rock music, another 
of his favorite pastimes, is hardly a 
passive effort for Fischer. 
Now 30, Fischer has decided to 
seek further challenges elsewhere. 
This month he joined Beach and Mc- 
Kenna, a visual communications firm 
based in Toledo. The position offers 
new opportunities in communications 
and new problems to solve in an area 
which he has not tried before. 
Fischer served Bowling Green in 
a unique capacity. He helped to create 
its image. He gave a touch of flair and 
taste to the University's communica- 
tion with the public. He helped 
people to appreciate the usefulness of 
good design in conveying a message. 
He doesn't believe that the image he 
helped develop is better than the 
University. "Bowling Green is not 
unique," he says, "but it is a good 
university, and it keeps improving." 
He was influenced in changing 
many aspects of the University. Bowl- 
ing Green will never be the same 
again. 
BODY BY FISCHER 
An Act of Faith, 1968 
American Alumni Council 
American College Public Relations Association (ACPRA) 
The Month of April for the President's Convocation, 1971 
American Alumni Council 
ECO Brochure, 1970 
Gold Medal — Toledo Society of Communicating Arts 
Paper Power One Show which was displayed in the Mead Gallery 
in New York City 
Brothers and Sisters at Bowling Green, 1971 
ACPRA 
Theatre Brochures, 1969 
ACPRA 
Guide to Residence Halls, 1970 
ACPRA 
Pre-Registration Package, 1970 
Including: Handbook, letterheads, envelopes, badge, and bag 
ACPRA 
Opera Program, 1969 
American Alumni Council 
The Science Complex Brochure, 1970 
ACPRA 
Falcon Fever, 1970 
College Sports Information Directors Award 
Masters in Business Administration Brochure, 1970 
ACPRA 
"At Bowling Green" April, 1971 
ACPRA 
The Student Athlete at Bowling Green, 1969 
College Sports Information Director Award 
Simpson Lee Paper Co. 
"Bowling Green Today" December, 1969 
Silver Medal — Toledo Society of Communicating Arts 
Introduction to Bowling Green, 1969 
Special Citation from Champion Papers 
Summer Scene at Bowling Green (poster), 1968 
ACPRA, Chicago District 
Letterheads and Envelopes for Anderson Center, 1968 
ACPRA, Chicago District 
Opera program, 1970 
American Alumni Council 
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DADS DAY GAME 
BOWLING GREEN, O. — Changing 
some of the all-time favorite football 
records on the Bowling Green State 
University and Mid-American Confer- 
ence charts will be the objective for 
Coach Don Nehlen's club which has 
two recording dates left including 
today's home finale against Xavier. 
With a 6-2 record already on the 
table, the Falcons would like nothing 
better than to end on a pair of win- 
ning notes and chalk up the best 
record of a Bowling Green team since 
the 9-1 effort by the 1964 Falcons. 
However, the Musketeers of Coach 
Dick Selcer have even more incentive 
with an 0-8 accounting to date. Xavier, 
Brown, Colorado State and Davidson 
are the only major-college teams 
without a victory this season. The Cin- 
cinnati school has never fielded a 
winless team since football started 
there in 1900. 
Now for some record spinning. 
BG sophomore sensation Paul 
Miles, who became the second player 
in the school's history to gain more 
than 1,000 yards in a season, will be 
shooting for the school and Mid- 
American Conference rushing record 
of 1,444 yards set in 1951 by Fred 
Durig. 
"E. C." rang up 145 yards in bring- 
ing his season total to 1,021 as BG 
bounced Texas-Arlington, 34-17. He 
also has carried 235 times this season 
for the sixth-best mark in MAC charts 
with the top effort of 296 trips belong- 
ing to Kent's Don Fitzgerald. 
Miles' battering-ram running mate, 
Jerry Fields, needs two touchdowns to 
tie the season scoring record of 66 
points held by Jim Ladd (1952) and 
Bernie Casey (1959). Fields tops the 
Falcons in scoring with 56 points and 
also has carved out 479 yards running. 
As a team, the Falcons could run 
their way to three school records. The 
team has 2,010 ground yards, 118 first 
downs rushing and 492 attempts with 
the marks being 2,873 yards, 158 first 
downs and 531 attempts set down by 
the 1956 team. The MAC mark of 625 
running plays by Miami in 1968 could 
also be in jeopardy. 
One other "hit" recording on the 
Falcon charts is the objective of finish- 
ing the season with an 8-2 mark after 
one national publication picked BG 
for a 2-8 mark, and the others fol- 
lowed suit with prospects of 3-6 
efforts. 
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FOOTBALL: ABOVE THE MADDENING CROWD 
First of all, let me introduce myself. 
I am, so everybody says, an artist, 
a visual communicator, a writer, a 
sometime weirdo. My hair is probably 
longer than yours and at one time I 
owned a pet banana. I wear flowered 
shirts, and 7-inch flat ties, I hate war, 
I am a member of the Bowling Green 
Chapter of Zero Population Growth. 
When my oldest son, B. )., asks me 
why so many football players have 
black skin I tell him that the color of 
their skin doesn't matter and I mean 
it (I will tell my other son, Casey, the 
same thing when he asks in a few 
more years). 
column 
note/ 
By Jerry Fischer 
It will not surprise a lot of people 
to know that I sleep on the left side 
of the  bed. 
With all of this, I should hate foot- 
ball. I should deplore the violence 
and the spectacle and the lack of 
compassion and humanity. But I don't. 
I like football very much. I try to 
catch at least two or three games a 
weekend. 
Athletics, football especially, have 
a way of assuming an importance far 
out of proportion with their real 
value. It is not athletics which causes 
this, it is us. We allow winning and 
losing to be that important. 
Let me tell you about two occasions 
in my life when I believe football as- 
sumed a degree of importance far 
above all reason for me. Both times, 
I was a participant (I forgot to men- 
tion that I worked my way through 
Michigan State University as a sports 
writer and my first job after college 
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was assistant sports information direc- 
tor at Bowling Green). 
In 1963, Bowling Green played To- 
ledo in the old Stadium, somewhere 
near the front door of the new Busi- 
ness Building. Up until that time, I 
had trained to watch football games 
coldly, analytically, the way sports- 
writers are trained to watch games. I 
got about as excited as I would have 
watching an architect design a build- 
ing. 
Except that this game was differ- 
ent. The Falcons got behind 20-0 at 
the half and it looked as if Toledo 
might win its second game for new 
Coach Frank Lauterbur. I remember 
going on WFOB-radio at the half and 
predicting that if BG didn't score the 
first time it had the ball in the second 
half, it would be all over. 
Why hold the drama? Bowling 
Green did win, 22-20, by scoring in 
the last 1:31 on a 37-yard pass from 
Jerry Ward to Jim Goings. It was one 
of only four passes the Falcons com- 
pleted all day. 
And me? I lost my cool altogether. 
I pounded on the top of my type- 
writer so hard I hurt my hand. I had 
to physically restrain my statisticians, 
who started jumping and dancing in 
the aisles (that looked bad to the 
Toledo   writers,   who   weren't   quite 
that happy). I can't recall ever being 
as excited at a football game. 
All of these are warm recollections. 
But another exciting game, at least for 
the spectators, was a nightmare for 
me. It was the famous "Game of the 
Century" in 1966 — Michigan State 
vs. Notre Dame at East Lansing. 
I was the official scorer for all Mich- 
igan State games from 1964-1967, 
through two national championships 
and some great teams. But on this 
day the press level alone held over 
600 writers. The tension was unbeliev- 
able. The stadium filled at 11:30 and 
people just sat and stared. You really 
could feel it. Most of the writers 
couldn't even eat. It was that bad. 
The game was a nightmare, too. In 
fact, I was under so much pressure 
that I didn't even realize that Notre 
Dame had played for a 10-10 tie in 
the final minute until more than an 
hour after the game. 
I promised myself that day that I 
would never again let football so rule 
my emotions, and I never have. I pre- 
fer now, from my seat at section 16, 
row 42, seat 12, to applaud the good 
plays of both teams. 
It is after all, only a game. It a game 
I like, but I prefer to let the players 
do the playing. 
Football In The Eyes Of The Beholder 
BAND NOTES 
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McQUOWN: IT'S WHAT'S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS 
By Rick Brechmacher 
Four-year lettermen in sports are 
rare indeed. So are four-year leaders 
of college marching bands. Such a 
"rare breed" exists at Bowling Green 
State University where -drum major 
Lindy McQuown has been "doing his 
thing" since his first year at the 
University. 
Although sometimes referred to as 
band director Mark Kelly's "human 
whistle," the Kenton, Ohio senior is 
recognized in his own right as one of 
the finest drum majors in the nation. 
The dream of being a drum major 
was formulated when Lindy was five 
years old as he watched the Kenton 
High School band rehearse across the 
street from his home. His dream came 
true as a junior in high school when 
he became drum major of the Kenton 
band. 
Because of a lack of drummers in 
the Kenton Band, Lindy played drums 
and blew the whistles at the same 
time. He moved to the front of the 
band during his senior year. 
During the spring of his senior year 
in high school, Lindy made his bid 
for the position of drum major of the 
Falcon Band. "My band director con- 
tacted Mr. Kelly foT me. Then we 
came to Bowling Green and I had to 
audition on the drums. I had an inter- 
view with Mr. Kelly and I left him 
a movie of my final high school per- 
formance. Later on I came up and 
auditioned for the featured twirler. I 
had to march for them, give com- 
mands, blow whistles, strut and do 
other things they asked me to do." 
The auditions were successful and 
Lindy received the position as drum 
major. Becoming head of the band as 
a freshman put a lot of pressure on 
McQuown. He recalls his thoughts 
prior to his first game. 
"My first thought was, I was scared 
to death. Would the people accept 
me? Would they like how I marched 
on the field? Would Mr. Kelly like my 
performance? Would he think I did 
my job adequately? Secondly, it was 
hot! It was 94 degrees and I almost 
passed out at pre-game." 
The four years have produced many 
memories for the Falcon band, and 
Lindy has many of his own. "Every 
moment with the marching band has 
been a satisfying moment for me. The 
first time I ever heard the band play 
on the field and I stood in front of it, 
the sound was something extraordi- 
nary. And everytime I hear the band 
play, it is just fantastic. This is the 
most exciting memory I have." 
Not everything has always gone as 
Lindy would have it. "My most em- 
barrassing moment at BG was the first 
game I ever marched here. I marched 
the entire pre-game out of step. In 
high school, the first time we prac- 
ticed my coming out in front of the 
band, I fell and slid fifteen yards on 
my back, right through the crop of 
majorettes, right past the director and 
everybody." 
In closing Lindy said, "I have to 
say, in my opinion, we have the finest 
band in Ohio, and one of the finest 
in the country, and we probably have 
the greatest team of directors. Every- 
thing is a smooth working machine 
and it has been a great organization 
to be in for four years. It is kind of 
hard to say good-bye." 
The following seniors of the Falcon 
Band will also say "Good-bye" today. 
Their leadership and enthusiasm has 
provided the foundation for the Fal- 
con Marching Band: Nancy Barber, 
Brad Bebout, Jerry Birk, Wendy 
Burkett, David Burroughs, Donald 
Buzzee, Nancy Byers, Mike Cousino, 
Donna Genter, James Harter, Peggy 
Hemseth, Richard Kise, Creg Kochan, 
Bruce Krall, David Lawrence, Elaine 
Lingelbach, Dennis Lloyd, Lindy Mc- 
Quown, Bruce Misamore, Kathy Rolst- 
en, Barbara Tefft, Michael Thomas, 
Howard Williams. 
PREGAME 
Fanfare & Fight Song 
Xavier Fight Song 
BGSU Alma Mater 
This Is My Country 
Star Spangled Banner 
HALFTIME 
There's A New World 
Coming 
Going Out Of My Head 
Can't Take My Eyes Off 
Of You 
Musical Notes 
Summer Of '42 
Something 
Exodus 
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MAUPIN, Dennis, one letter, 21, 6-1, 225, 
senior, center, Columbus (Bexley), health and 
physical education major in College of Educa- 
tion ... ATHLETIC: Returns for second year as 
starting center... Could be one of top snap- 
pers in Midwest... Played as a swing guard 
as a sophomore ... Played fullback as a fresh- 
man ... In H.S. he was a center, linebacker, 
fullback and defensive tackle ... Coach Demp- 
sey calls him "our most experienced lineman 
who has everything needed to be a great 
player" ... Nine letters in football (3), swim- 
ming (4), and track (2) in H.S All-league 
both ways in football..,. MVP and captain in 
swimming and placed 13th in 200-yd. free at 
state meet... 
PERSONAL: Son of Mr. and Mrs. Jay C. 
Maupin ... Father is owner of Edwards Mov- 
ing & Storage ... Brother Jay was two-year 
football letterman at Ohio U.... Hobby is 
toying with electrical inventions ... Married 
... Born 4-8-50. 
MAUPIN CENTERS LIFE AROUND SIBLING RIVALRY 
By Bob Moyers 
"Denny Maupin without a doubt is 
the finest center in the Mid-American 
Conference." 
So says BG coach Don Nehlen and 
eight opponents who have watched 
the 225-pound senior punish enemy 
linemen repeatedly with his blocking 
would have to agree. 
So also would his brother, Jay C. 
Maupin, although he may never admit 
it. 
Thanks to Maupin's sibling rivalry, 
Ohio University's loss has been Bowl- 
ing Green's gain although Denny cut 
his teeth watching his brother catch 
enough passes for the Bobcats to 
rank fourth on the list of all-time 
Ohio receivers with 646 yards count- 
ed during the 1966 and 1967 seasons. 
"My brother probably has been the 
greatest   influence   on   me   as  far  as 
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football is concerned," says Maupin. 
"He is four year older and I had to 
follow him through high school and 
was constantly compared with him. I 
have just had to do better." 
Brother Jay, who is quite a bit 
smaller than his 6-1, 225-pound 
"little" brother did his thing in foot- 
ball, basketball and track at Bexley 
High School. He was all-league for 
two years and set some records as a 
track sprinter. 
Denny followed up with nine letters 
in football, swimming and track. He 
was all-league on both offense and 
defense in football and captured 13th 
place in the 200-yard freestyle at the 
state swimming meet as a senior. 
When college-picking time came, 
Maupin didn't want any more footstep 
following. He talked with Ohio re- 
cruiters   but   picked   Bowling   Green 
over such schools as Pittsburgh and 
Wisconsin. 
Maupin lettered as a swing guard 
as a sophomore and moved into the 
starting lineup last fall as a center. He 
started eight of nine games and was 
cited for his outstanding play in sev- 
eral games. 
One of Maupin's top college sport 
thrills was playing against Ohio U. as 
a sophomore when the Falcons beat 
the Bobcats in Athens by a 23-16 
count. "I played a lot in that game 
against several of my teammates and 
friends from high school. My brother 
was also in the stands." 
Brother Jay was not there on Nov. 
18 this year when BG beat Ohio, 
20-19. Jay was serving a tour on mili- 
tary duty in Germany at the time. 
"But he heard about the game," 
said Maupin with a meaningful smile. 
Ed. Note: Ever wonder what 
would happen if you asked 
the sons and daughters of 
football coaches to write or 
draw about anything dealing 
with football or their father? 
Well, anything can happen 
as evidenced by the follow- 
ing creations. 
.kid/ Korner 
by Ann Baer 
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS: Mike, 
Steve and Terri Chismar; Jodi, 
Mike, Terrie and Tonya 
Dempsey; Connie, Judy and 
Patti Jackson; Keith and Kirt 
Kisselle; Dan and Vicky Neh- 
len; Carol, Jeff and Julie 
Ruehl, and Chris and Kari 
Tranquill. 
I wish my dad would win some games because I want a horse. He said If we win some 
games I will get a horse. I want to Live on a farm so I can have a horse and I can have some 
friends over to stay. So if we live on a farm I would get a girl horse. The thing I don'f like about 
football is that it is boring when I go to see the games. 
Vicky Nehlen 
Age 9 
HE'S MY COACH: Head Football Coach Don Nehlen (first row on left) lets Steve Chismar wear his hat with Julie Ruehl looking on. The other 
Bowling Green coaches' kids include (second row, l-r), Jeff Ruehl, Carol Ruehl, Terri Chismar, Tonya Dempsey, Mike Chismar, Kirt Kisselle, Chris 
Tranquill, (third row, l-r) Keith Kisselle, Kari Tranquill, Vicky Nehlen, Patti Jackson, Connie Jackson, Judy Jackson, Terrie Dempsey, Danny Nehlen, 
Mike Dempsey and Jodi Dempsey. 
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1971 BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. 
22 Don Albrecht    S 
67 Frank Allen    QG 
15 Joe Babies      QB 
80 Mark Beach*      TE 
42 Tony Bell      WB 
50 Jon Brandyberry      C 
20 Greg Brewton      TB 
40 Bill Centa    TB 
30 John Cook    WB 
88 Brian Cross   TE 
75 John Czerwinski      ST 
48 Don Dillingham      FB 
64 Rich Duetemeyer**   ..   LB 
47 Jerry Fields** (c)    FB 
83 Bill Fisher*    DE 
89 Tom Fisher    DE 
21 Jesse Greathouse    M 
57 Tom Hall      LB 
23 Rick Hans   DHB 
56 Earl Hargrove    DT 
45 Jamie Henneberry ....   FB 
32 Norm Hillstrom    DHB 
46 Tom Housteau    DE 
74 John Jacquot     ST 
37 Joe Keetle**      DHB 
76 Tony Kijanko*     QT 
28 Bob Kilpatrick    DHB 
73 Dave Konowal    DT 
11 Reid Lamport    QB 
31 Fred Lane    S 
24 Julius Livas*    M 
70 Steve Madden     DT 
62 Bob Martin    QG 
58 Dennis Maupin*      C 
77 Gary McBride    DT 
13 Ed McCoy    QB 
35 Barry McCurdy    SE 
69 Dave McMichael     QG 
66 Larran Meador* (c) ...   DT 
85 Greg Meczka    TE 
29 Paul Miles    TB 
59 Dick Missler    MG 
51 Brett Molk    C 
55 Bill Montrie*    DE 
87 Rick Newman    SE 
60 Gene Nicolini      QG 
72 Al Pease    ST 
49 Mike Peregord    LB 
86 Mark Pillar    SE 
27 Bill Pittman*     WB 
10 Don Plusquellic* (c) . .   QB 
43 Phil Polak .    FB 
52 Steve Price    LB 
54 Pete Pryfogle    QT 
78 Tim Quinn    QT 
61 Mike Rimas     SG 
39 Gary Schaefer*      DHB 
14 Gary Seemann    S 
12 Stu Shestina*    K 
63 Fred Sturt    SG 
82 Kevin Taylor DE 
26 Chester Turner    DE 
41 John Villapiano    LB 
84 Roger Wallace    SE 
25 Hal Watz      LB 
38 Myron Wilson     DHB 
17 Bill Witte     K 
53 Dave Wolfe   MG 
71 Gary Zelonis*      DT 
Ht. Wt. Yr. Age Hometown 
6-0 175 Jr. 20 Akron 
6-0 200 Jr. 20 Warren 
5-11 173 So. 19 Canton 
6-1 200 Jr. 20 Warren 
6-3 200 So. 19 Youngstown 
6-0 197 Jr. 20 Canton 
5-10 182 So. 20 Toledo 
5-11 200 . So. 19 Cleveland 
5-10 185 Sr. 22 Arlington Hts., III. 
6-2 225 So. 19 Warren 
6-5 239 Jr. 20 Port Clinton 
5-10 192 So. 19 Dayton 
6-0 215 Sr. 21 Parma 
5-11 223 Sr. 21 Youngstown 
6-1 190 Jr. 20 Warren 
6-0 195 So. 19 Salem 
6-0 175 So. 19 Cleveland 
6-1 210 So. 19 Bowling Green 
5-11 164 So. 19 Lorain 
5-11 220 Jr. 19 Youngstown 
5-10 195 So. 19 Oakhurst, N. J. 
5-11 175 Sr. 22 Willowick 
5-11 195 Jr. 20 Mason 
6-1 220 So. 20 Toledo 
5-10 180 Sr. 21 Mansfield 
6-5 240 |r. 24 Parma 
6-1 185 Ir. 20 Canton 
6-5 230 Sr. 21 New Philadelphia 
5-11 180 So. 19 Newton Falls 
6-3 188 So. 19 Cleveland 
5-11 200 Ir. 21 Youngstown 
6-1 230 Ir. 19 Fairview Park 
6-0 210 So. 19 Canton 
6-1 225 Sr. 21 Columbus 
6-1 215 So. 19 Niles 
6-0 160 So. 19 Oberlin 
5-10 170 So. 19 Windsor, Ont. 
6-0 215 So. 19 Kettering 
6-2 220 Sr. 22 Bellevue 
6-3 220 So. 19 Parma 
6-0 190 So. 19 Paulding 
6-0 190 Jr. 20 Norwalk 
6-2 200 So. 19 Kenton 
6-1 180 Jr. 19 Toledo 
6-1 190 So. 19 Fairview Park 
6-2 220 Sr. 21 Mishawaka, Ind. 
6-4 220 Sr. 21 Oberlin 
6-3 195 Jr. 20 Riverview, Mich. 
6-2 175 Jr. 20 Toronto 
5-8 162 Jr. 20 Struthers 
6-0 175 Sr. 21 Akron 
6-0 210 So. 19 Parma 
6-1 205 Ir. 20 Galion 
6-2 215 Jr. 20 Fletcher 
6-4 226 So. 19 Eastlake 
6-0 210 Jr. 22 Cynthiana,  Ky. 
5-11 180 Sr. 21 Oregon 
5-11 170 Jr. 20 Youngstown 
6-0 200 Sr. 21 Lakewood 
6-4 235 Ir. 20 Swanton 
6-2 205 So. 18 Lambertville, Mich. 
6-2 190 So. 19 Dayton 
5-11 186 So. 19 Oakhurst, N. J. 
5-11 172 So. 19 Urbana 
6-0 190 So. 19 Dayton 
6-0 182 So. 19 Cleveland 
5-9 175 So. 19 Maumee 
6-1 200 So. 20 Toledo 
6-2 220 Jr. 20 Parma 
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LASALLE*S   Calls the Signals" 
WITH A NEW SHOP FOR EVERY NEED 
FALCON SHOP 
— featuring — 
The Largest Selection of Men's Wear in B. G. 
from Jockey Shorts to Double Knits 
/i&JL cucocdiAj 
For the Woman Who Wants To Look 
Younger,  Lovlier,  Longer. 
Exclusively at LaSalle's 
THE COUNTRY STORE 
— featuring — 
John Meyer — Tami — Donath 
Alex Coleman — Villager — Austin Hill 
Lady Manhattan — Personal 
STUDENT ACCOUNTS ARE WELCOME AT 
LaSALLE'S. APPLY & CHARGE THE SAME DAY. 
THE CAGE 
Select From B. G.'s Largest Assortment 
of Pants, Jeans, Hot Pants, Tops 
and Dresses for Juniors 
THE FASHION COLONY 
LaSalle's Answer to Any Women's 
Size or Style Problem 
FASHION   FABRICS 
Largest Selection of Piece Goods 
and Sewing Notions in Wood County. 
Referees' Signals 
0        0.      0       0 oc o
-==CL> 
3   Illegal  motion 4   Illegal 2   lllosal  pt»i«dur«. lhi„ 
substitution 
0 0   VNj 
7  Peuonol foul 
5   Illegal   return (,   Delay of 8  Cl.pp.n9 
1 3   Illegally pai.ing 
or handing 
bal!  forward 
' \V—^--H.     16-Ball   illogoliy  touched,        ^0% 
14  Forward  Dais or \ kicked or  batted ^ ^^^^ 
ling 
ice 
0 
kick catchi
interferen IS   Ineligible  recei 
dowrtfield  on  pi 
0 
17   Incomplete   forward   poit, 
penolty declined, no play 
I.       .' 
18   Helping   runner   or \tf   Bo!|   deQd; 
interlccked  interference ;f hand i. moved 
from lids lo tide 
^S<"T, M touchbock 
m 
20  Touchdown  or 
Reld goal 
LASALLE*S 
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YOUR KEY TO THE ACTION 
Your key to the action in Northwest 
Ohio is the Bowling Green Howard 
Johnson's Motor Lodge next to 1-75. 
Restaurants, theaters and shops are 
next door in a new shopping plaza. 
Bowling Green State University's 
football stadium, ice arena, golf 
course, performing arts theatre and 
more are opposite the lodge. 
Downtown stores, fine dining spots, 
city park pool and golf course are 
minutes away. A 25 minute drive 
on 1-75 offers Toledo, with historic 
Fort Meigs Park, Toledo Zoo, the 
excellent Museum of Art, Raceway 
Park, Masonic Temple, Toledo 
Speedway, tours through glass 
factories and downtown shopping. 
Stay close to the action in 
carefree comfort at HOWARD 
JOHNSON'S MOTOR LODGE! 
1-75 at East Wooster Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-1015 
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We're glad you're here! 
HOWARD 
JounsonS 
BOWLING GREEN 
OFFENSE 
RICK NEWMAN  SE 
TONY KIJANKO  QT 
BOB MARTIN  QG 
DENNY MAUPIN  C 
FRED STURT  SG 
75    JOHN CZERWINSKI  ST 
85     GREG MECZKA  TE 
11     REID LAMPORT  QB 
29    PAUL MILES  TB 
JERRY FIELDS  FB 
BILL PITTMAN ..... WB 
XAVIER 
OFFENSE 
MARK PFEIFFER TE 
TOM DUNLAP  ST 
TIM ALBERT  SG 
MIKE BARRAS  C 
MATT CHINCHAR  WG 
JIM JUDGE  WT 
PAT BARRY  SE 
PAUL SMITH  QB 
AL BANKS  TB 
IVY WILLIAMS  FB 
GEOFF HUWER  FL 
FALCON SQUAD 
10 Don Plusquellic, QB 
11 Reid Lamport, QB 
12 Stu Shestina, K 
13 Ed McCoy, QB 
14 Gary Seemann, S 
15 Joe Babies, QB 
17 Bill Witte, K 
20 Greg  Brewton, TB 
21 Jesse Greathouse, M 
22 Don Albrecht, S 
23 Rick Hans, DHB 
24 Julius Livas, M 
25 Hal Watz, DHB 
26 Chester Turner,  DE 
27 Bill Pittman, WB 
28 Bob  Kilpatrick, DHB 
29 Paul Miles, TB 
30 John Cook, WB 
31 Fred Lane, S 
32 Norm  Hillstrom,  DHB 
35 Barry McCurdy, SE 
37 Joe Keetle, DHB 
38 Myron Wilson, DHB 
39 Gary Schaefer, DHB 
40 Bill Centa, TB 
41 John Villapiano, LB 
42 Tony  Bell, WB 
43 Phil Polak, FB 
45 Jamie Henneberry, FB 
46 Tom Housteau, DE 
47 Jerry Fields, FB 
48 Don Dillingham, FB 
49 Mike  Peregord,  LB 
50 Jon Brandyberry, C 
51 Brett Molk, C 
52 Steve Price, LB 
53 Dave Wolfe, MG 
54 Pete Pryfogle, QT 
55 Bill Montrie, DE 
56 Earl  Hargrove,  DT 
57 Tom Hall, LB 
58 Dennis Maupin, C 
59 Dick Missler, MG 
60 Gene Nicolini, QG 
61 Mike Rimas, SG 
62 Bob Martin, QG 
63 Fred Sturt, SG 
64 Rich Duetemeyer, LB 
66 Larran Meador, DT 
67 Frank Allen, QG 
69 Dave McMichael, QG 
70 Steve Madden, DT 
71 Gary Zelonis, DT 
72 Al Pease, ST 
73 Dave Konowal, DT 
74 John Jacquot, ST 
75 John Czerwinski, ST 
76 Tony Kijanko, QT 
77 Gary McBride,  DT 
78 Tim Quinn, QT 
80 Mark Beach, TE 
82 Kevin Taylor, DE 
83 Bill  Fisher,  DE 
84 Roger Wallace, SE 
85 Greg Meczka, TE 
86 Mark Pillar, SE 
87 Rick Newman, SE 
88 Brian Cross, TE 
89 Tom Fisher, DE 
MUSKETEER SQUAD 
12 Tim  Dydo, QB 57 Ron  Martin,  LB 
13 John   Gompers,   OHB 59 Mike  Price,  C 
15  Paul Smith,  QB 60 Dick West, LB 
20 Bill Howe, S 61 Leo Burby,  DT 
21   Tom   Bazzoli,   LB 62 Rick   Killewald,   LB 
22 Pat Ragon, RB 63 Gil  Hyland,  G 
23  Al  Banks,  RB 64 Bob   Stupica,   G 
24 Stan   Thompson,   S 65 John   Phillips,   LB 
27 Bob Powell, RB 66 Matt   Chinchar,   G 
28  Denny  Feichtner,  LB 67 Ron   Clarke,   G 
30 Bob Pickard, FB 68 Tim   Albert,   G 
32 Dwight   Allen,   FB 69 Mike  Dennis,  T 
33  Ivy   Williams,   FB 71 Jim   Eysoldt,   DT 
34 Tony   Fucillo,   DHB 72 Mark  Girgash,  T 
35 Jim   Agnew,   DE 73 Eugene  Bernhard,  DT 
36 Mike Petrasek, DT 74 Tom   Dunlap,  T 
40 Rudy McClinon, DHB 75 Mike Sherrett,  DT 
41   Dave   Burley,   DHB 76 Jim   Judge,   T 
42 Mark  Kneflin,  DHB 77 Bill  Pfefferle, T 
43 Mike  Mushett,   DHB 78 John  Wittig,   T 
44 Mike  Moran,  DE 79 Dave  Wright,   DT 
45 Tim  Cotton,   FL 80 Ken Ballard,  DT 
46 Geoff   Huwer,   FL 81 Mark Pfeiffer, TE 
47  Fred  Von  Bargen,  LB 82 Pat  Barry,  FL 
50 Jim   Doherty,   LB 83 Mark O'Brien, SE 
51   Bob  Ries,  LB 84 John   Heistan,   DE 
52 Charles  Hambrook, LB 85 Mike   Wasiniak,   DE 
53  Rick Kase, LB 87 Ed   Huber,   DE 
54  Edward  Judge,  DT 88 Kim   Knoppe, SE 
55 Mike   Barras,  C 89 Jon   McCormick,   TE 
56  Bob Goodhart, LB 
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A GREAT LIFE LINE AND 
FULL CASUALTY PROTECTION 
Your partner in protection 
MUTUAL CASUALTY CO. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
LIFE  INSURANCE CO. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Grange Mutual 
Companies 
671 South High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
WFOB 
AM & FM 
Follow the Falcons on Grange/Marathon sponsored radio: WFOB Fostoria; 
WADM, Decatur, Ind.; WCUY, Cleveland; WFRO, Fremont; WKLR, Toledo; 
WBCO, Bucyrus; WONW, Defiance; WERT, Van Wert. 
Follow BGSU football (for the seventh consecutive year) on WFOB's 
FALCON   SPORTS   NETWORK! 
Now, the latest in sports. 
Brought to you by Marathon. 
Marathon is proud to sponsor some of the 
most exciting athletic events in the country. 
Like Notre Dame football and Indiana and 
Kentucky basketball.  And 
the minor league hockey 
action of the Toledo Hor- 
nets,  Flint  Generals, Ft. 
Wayne Komets and Day- 
ton Gems. 
We're heavy in the 
majors, too, bringing the Detroit   ^ xtf^' 
fans  the  play-by-play  of 
their Lions, Pistons, and 
Red  Wings;   the  Cincin- 
nati fans their Reds, Roy- 
als and Bengals; and in 
Indiana we bring fans the 
basketball action of the 
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Indiana Pacers. Not to mention non-team 
events. Like auto racing, UGA Golf 
and ski reports. 
We'd like to see you get 
out and support your fa- 
vorite teams often. But 
when you can't, catch 
the action on radio or 
TV. Brought to you by 
one of the best sports 
in your neighborhood 
— your  local  Mar- 
athon dealer. He offers 
guaranteed 
Marathon petroleum 
products and automotive ser- 
or your money back. And that's 
a very sporting offer. \MAROTHOW/(g 
3aS 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY ROSTER 
No. Name Pos.             Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown 
35 Jim Agnew  DE 6-0 196 So. Torrence, Calif. 
68 Tim Albert  OG 6-1 220 Sr. Cincinnati 
32 Dwight Allen  FB 6-2 187 So. Cincinnati 
80 Ben Ballard   DT 6-2 208 Jr. Cincinnati 
23 Albert Banks   RB 5-11 185 So. Cincinnati 
55 Mike Barras  C 6-4 223 Jr. Appleton, Wise. 
82 Pat Barry  FLK 6-2 194 Sr. Lakewood 
21 Tom Bazzoli  LB 6-2 201 Jr. Dover 
73 Gene Bemhard  DT 6-1 236 Sr. Cleveland 
54 Denny Bockhorst  C 5-11 203 So. Cincinnati 
61 LeoBurby  DT 6-3 213 So. Cleveland 
41 Dave Burley  DHB 6-2 188 Jr. Springfield 
66 Matt Chinchar  OG 6-2 226 Jr. Willowick 
67 Ron Clarke  OG 6-0 200 Jr. East Orange, N.J. 
45 Tim Cotton    FLK 5-11 180 So. Houston, Texas 
69 Mike Dennis OT 6-6 217 Jr. Sandusky 
86 Mike Dinkelacker ... SE 6-2 179 So. Cincinnati 
50 Jim  Doherty    LB 5-11 195 Sr. Cincinnati 
74 Tom   Dunlap    OT 6-1 245 Jr. Cincinnati 
12 Tim Dydo    QB 6-0 201 So. Chicago, Illinois 
71 Jim Eysoldt  DT 6-3 229 So. Cincinnati 
28' Dennis Feichtner  LB 5-10 202 So. Cincinnati 
34 Tom   Fucillo    DHB 5-8 179 Sr. Winthrop, Mass. 
72 Mark Girgash  OT 6-2 244 So. Cleveland 
13 John Gompers  DHB 5-10 186 So. Wheeling, W. Va. 
56 Bob Goodhart  LB 6-0 209 Jr. Cincinnati 
52 Charles Hambrook .. LB 5-11 197 So. Oak Park, Illinois 
84 John Heistan   DE 6-4 226 Jr. St. Marys 
20 Bill Howe  S. 6-3 189 So. Cincinnati 
87 Ed Huber  DE 6-4 216 Sr. Newport, Kentucky 
46 Geoff Huwer  FLK 5-10 189 Sr. St. Marys 
63 Gil Hydand   OG 6-3 237 Sr. Cincinnati 
54 Edward Judge   DT 6-3 235 Jr. Loveland 
76 Jim Judge  OT 6-4 239 Jr. Loveland 
53 Rick Kase  LB 5-9 208 So. Cuyahoga Falls 
62 Rick Killewald  LB 6-0 186 So. Center Line, Mich. 
42 Mark Kneflin  DHB 6-0 177 Jr. Cincinnati 
88 Kim Knoppe   SE 6-3 200 Jr. Cincinnati 
57 Ron Martin    LB 6-3 238 Jr. Cincinnati 
40 Rudy McClinon  DHB 6-3 187 So. Cincinnati 
89 Jon McCormick  TE 5-11 196 Sr. Akron 
44 Mike Moran    DE 6-2 209 Jr. Cleveland 
43 Mike Mushett   DHB 6-1 177 So. Norwalk 
83 Mark O'Brien  SE 6-2 193 So. Cincinnati 
36 Mike Petrasek  DT 5-10 215 So. Akron 
81 Mark Pfeiffer  TE 6-3 217 Jr. Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 
77 Bill Pfefferle  OT 6-7 257 Jr. Appleton, Wise. 
65 John Phillips  LB 6-2 215 So. Delmar, Maryland 
30 Bob Pickard  FB 5-11 185 So. Canton 
27 Bob Powell   RB 6-0 190 So. Solon 
59 Mike Price  C 6-1 214 So. Cleveland 
22 Pat Ragon  .. RB 6-0 189 Jr. Canton 
51 Bob Ries  LB 6-0 190 So. Cincinnati 
75 Mike Sherrett  DT 6-7 261 Jr. Massillon 
15 Paul Smith  QB 6-1 174 Jr. Cincinnati 
64 Bob Stupica  OG 6-1 192 So. Cleveland 
24 Stan Thompson  S 5-11 196 Sr. Cincinnati 
47 Fred Von Bargen  LB 6-0 198 So. Cincinnati 
85 Mike Wasiniak   DE 6-2 186 So. Norwalk 
60 Dick West  LB 6-1 209 Jr. Colgate, Wise. 
33 Ivy Williams    FB 6-0 200 Sr. Ft. Pierce, Florida 
78 John Wittig   OT 5-11 217 So. Baltimore, Maryland 
79 Dave Wright  DT 6-4 254 Sr. Cleveland 
THE ONE 
FAMILY PLACE 
WHERE  DAD 
WANTS TO GO! 
Carl and Virginia 
Gamble's 
HOLIDAY 
TRAVEL 
CENTER 
140 N. MAIN 
352-6567 
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XAVIER: GROWTH AND WOMAN'S LIBERATION 
Xavier University has a long and rich history as a vital part of the Queen City of 
the West, Cincinnati, but the 140 year old Jesuit institution is not standing pat ... in 
fact the University is still growing after all these years. 
Xavier University was founded in 1831 as a literary institute for young men by 
Cincinnati's first bishop, Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P. Bishop Fenwick called his 
school the Athenaeum and built it on Sycamore Street in downtown Cincinnati, where 
St. Xavier Church now stands. 
In 1840 his successor, Bishop John Baptist Purcell invited Jesuits from St. Louis 
University to operate ths school. They changed the name to St. Xavier College soon 
after their arrival. In 1930 the name became Xavier University. 
Xavier University has grown from a one-building "campus" in downtown Cincinnati 
to a 65-acre tract with 28 buildings. 
The present Avondale-Evanston campus, in the geographical center of Cincinnati, 
was once the golf course of the Avondale Athletic Club. The land was purchased in 
1911. The clubhouse ultimately became the Union Building, housing the cafeteria and 
the Elet Hall Lounge. 
The University now encompasses a College of Arts and Sciences, a College of 
Business Administration, a Graduate School, an Evening College and the College of 
Arts and Sciences at Milford, Ohio, for Jesuit seminaries of the Chicago Province. 
Xavier became co-educational throughout all colleges in 1969. 
An ambitious building program got underway in the early fifties and since that time 
the University has dedicated a science center, Logan Hall; a classroom building, Karl 
J. Alter Hall; three new dormitories, Brockman Hall, Husman Hall, and Kuhlman Hall; 
a new chapel, Williams Memorial St. Robert Bellarmine Chapel; A Montessouri 
Educational Center (Joseph Hall); the University Center; a new library (McDonald 
Memorial); and a new Jesuit Residence Halh, (Schmidt Memorial). 
All of this is to better serve the school's 6,300 plus enrollment, largest in the 
University's history. 
pF^ 
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% 
VERY  REV.  E.  L.  O'CONNOR 
President 
JIM  McCAFFERTY 
Athletic  Director 
DICK SELCER 
Head  Football  Coach 
MEET THE MUSKETEERS 
JIM JUDGE, T (76) 
Loveland 
PAT BERRY, FL (82) 
Lakewood 
PAUL SMITH, QB (15) 
Cincinnati 
GEOFF  HUWER,  FL (46) 
St. Mary's 
GENE BERNHARD, DT (73) 
Cleveland 
IVY WILLIAMS, FB (33) 
Ft. Pierce, Fla. 
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VIOLENCE AND VILLAPIANO GO TOGETHER 
Phil Villapiano grinned broadly as 
he pulled a flowered body shirt 
over his muscular, well-proportioned 
frame. 
"How'd you like that one?", he 
sputtered, now pulling on a pair of 
fashionable double-knit slacks. "They 
gave us trouble early, but we sure 
stuffed 'em after that!" 
The scene was the Oakland Raiders 
dressing room at Cleveland's Munici- 
pal Stadium. Some thirty minutes 
before the Raiders had staged a 
second-half comeback to beat the 
Browns and send 84,000 fans home 
disappointed. 
Villapiano had a significant role in 
the game, playing his outside line- 
backer post with restless fury — as if 
there was no tomorrow. 
He had finished dressing now and 
was modly resplendent — his dark 
and curly hair spilling over an open 
collar. Aside from a slight facial 
bruise, his appearance was void of the 
physical mayem experienced earlfer 
on the field. 
But his performance against the 
Browns had left an indelible impres- 
sion on the Cleveland Browns, a na- 
tionwide television audience, and on 
this writer who viewed the struggle 
from a 50-yard line seat on the Raider 
bench. 
The prime ingredient of pro foot- 
ball from ground level is VIOLENCE — 
an awsome display of strength, speed 
and courage. 
Under these criteria, it's no wonder 
that Phil Villapiano is a starter in 
his first pro season, and a serious 
candidate for "Rookie-Of-The-Year" 
honors. 
Violence and Villapiano have been 
close companions ever since the 22- 
year old native of Oakhurst, New 
Jersey first suited up for football. His 
high school honors came on aggres- 
siveness as much as skill; his brilliant 
career at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity was founded first on toughness 
and total desire to destroy quarter- 
backs and ball-carriers. And with the 
Oakland Raiders, his violent instincts 
have been primarily responsible for 
professional  success. 
"You have to enjoy hitting people," 
he stated. "As a rookie people test 
you for toughness and judge you from 
there.   It's  a   thrill   for   me  to   play 
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against a new team each week and 
challenge their big hitters. Tonight 
It was Leroy Kelly, and a couple of 
times he knocked the daylights out of 
me!" 
That wasn't apparent from a spec- 
tators' point of view, however, as 
Phil seemed to have the upper hand 
on one-on-one situations with Mr. 
Kelly. He was credited with four 
solo tackles on Kelly alone, and 
bagged high praise from television 
commentators and the press. 
the pro 
'game 
by Jim Krone 
Raider coach John Madden is un- 
derstandably pleased with Villapiano's 
performance. "When we drafted him 
our fans were shocked. 'Who's Villa- 
piano?' was the biggest question in 
our pre-season camp. Now they 
know!" 
"We rated Phil as a top prospect 
because he has extremely aggressive 
and a good tackier," Madden con- 
tinued. "He has a lot to learn — par- 
ticularly on pass coverage and blitzes 
— but we expect big things from 
him." 
The pro-game hopefully absorbs 
the bulk of Phil's violent nature, al- 
though Bowling Green football left 
him with energy to spare. He com- 
piled an infamous reputation for 
roughousing as a student, and was 
a ladies' man of the first order. 
"It's all different now," he an- 
swered when quizzed on the subject 
— a retort as unconvincing as the 
devilish smile which appeared mo- 
ments later. "I'm serious," he insisted, 
"I've really quieted down." 
"Hey, I've gotta run," he injected, 
suddenly impatient to leave the room. 
He bounded for the exit, exchanged 
forearm blows with defensive end 
Ben Davidson, and then greeted a 
half-dozen mini-skirted admirers at 
the door. 
He then turned and sheepishly re- 
peated "Really, I'm not as wild now 
as ... " and was gone. 
VILLAPIANO ON KELLY 
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BE A FALCON CLUB BOOSTER! 
Bowling Green State University's Falcon Club is on the move in support of 
Falcon athletics! 
Now in its eighth year of operation, the Club is designed to provide financial 
assistance to the Falcon athletic program, while at the same time offering social 
and material benefits to all members. 
Falcon Club funds provide athletic grants-in-aid, recruiting, equipment, travel, 
and a host of "extras" not available from the University itself. All gifts are 
tax deductible, and BCSU alumni receive full credit for Annual Alumni Giving. 
The Falcon Club's 1971-72 income-expense budget is $35,000, and approxi- 
mately half that amount has been received to date in the form of membership 
gifts. Don't leave the job half done! Join the 1971-72 Falcon Club and do it 
TODAY! 
For further information and an application for membership, write The Falcon 
Club, Stadium Ticket Office, BGSU, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403. 
1971-72 Falcon Clubbers 
Listed below are 425 of Bowling Green's finest fans — contributing members of the 1971-72 Falcon Club. The Athletic 
Department takes this opportunity to salute their efforts, and to say "thanks" for a job well done! 
FULL SCHOLARSHIP DONORS 
$1,000 per year minimum gift: 
Nick I. Mileti 
Paul Pope 
)NORARY COACHES 
$500.00 per year minimum gift. 
Vamos Ford, Inc. 
Vamos Buick-Opel 
E. P. Wolfram, Jr. 
Anonymous Donor 
TALON CLUBBERS 
$250 per year minimum gift. 
First Federal Savings & Loan 
Association (Bowling Green) 
Macs Leitman 
McCarty's Heritage, Inc. 
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FALCONEERS 
$100 per year minimum gift 
Ross K. Albon 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Armstrong 
Ross Barr 
Charles E. Bartlett 
Dr. Robert S. Beattie 
Luther M. Bivins 
Boyd Crawford 
Mr. & Mrs. Forrest Creason 
Don A. Cunningham 
Bob Dudley 
George Farr 
Robert E. Goldman 
Karl H. Hanneman 
Stanley A. Kaufman 
J. R. Knestrict 
Raymond E. Ladd 
Thomas J. Lahey 
The Lorraine Oil Company 
S. G. Madden 
Dr. D. G. Miller 
Hollis A. Moore 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Overhulse 
James W. Parker 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Piper 
John & Sylvia Piper 
William J. Primrose, Jr. 
Robert M. Prince 
Don Purvis 
Ray Rankin 
Phillip J. Ricketts 
Kermit C. Rudolph 
Jack Scott 
Albert L. Sedory 
Donald D. Simmons 
Leo E. Tonjes 
Harold K. Treece, M.D. 
Augustus E. Villapiano 
Jack A. Whittaker 
Edwin G. Wintucky 
Dick Young 
Harry H. Young 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Zickefoose 
FRIENDS OF THE FALCONS 
$25 Per Year Minimum Gift 
George G. Acker 
Donald R. Albrecht 
Burton Allen 
Neal E. Allen 
James Andrews 
Noel Apple 
A. Dennis Armstrong 
Walter S. Ashbaugh 
Gerald Avery 
James Bachman 
Henry Badenhop 
Frank S. Baker 
Ned E. Baker 
M. W. Ballard 
Dr. John W. Barr 
Warren Bassitt 
Harold R. Bateson 
F. E. (Gene) Beatty 
Harold A. Behm 
Bruce H. Bellard 
Thomas L. Biggs 
Loyal G. Bishop 
Otis Block 
Harry C.  Boileau 
Mr. & Mrs. Jay R. Bone 
Robert O. Bone 
Leroy W. Bortel 
Stanley D. Bortel 
Robert E. Bowers 
Chet Boyer 
James T. Bradburn 
Donald R. Bradley 
Arthur F. Brand 
H. Robert Brim 
Mel Brodt 
Charles Bronz 
Howard R. Brown 
Ashel G. Bryan 
Harry W. Buckingham 
E. A. Burigana 
Robert J. Burnett, Jr. 
Roger A. Burns 
David K. Carr 
Herb Carver 
Huston E. B. Chapman 
Carroll W. Cheek 
Lois A. Cheney 
Dale L. Christensen 
Carroll J. Christopher 
Tim M. Churchill 
David D. Ciasca 
Michael R. Clancy, Jr. 
Roy G. Clark 
Mickey Cochrane 
Thomas J. Colaner 
Floyd A. Coller 
Robert J. Conibear 
Orville V. Cook 
Emiel  Cool, 
Samuel M. Cooper 
Hayden Crabtree 
Harry L. Crawford 
Patrick Crowley 
Mr. & Mrs. John Czerwinski 
Terry J. Dachenhaus 
Francis M. Dahms 
Dr. Russell Decker 
Gerald Dimick 
Evo DiPaolo 
Matt O. Dotson 
Harold Dunham 
Vern Dunham 
Regis M. Echle 
Richard A. Edwards 
L. Thomas Eriksen 
R.  H.  Ernthausen 
Donald A.  Erven 
George Farr 
Ralph H. Faulk 
Henry Fearnside 
Glenn Fegley 
R. E. "Doc" Fellhauer 
Michael Ferrari 
Fred Fether 
Samuel Finley 
Bill C. Fitch 
Merle E. Flamm 
Dr. Terrance R. Flannigan 
Ray Flower 
James D.  Forbes 
Gilbert R. Foster 
Willard Fox 
William D. Frack 
Mr. and Mrs. J. William Fraker 
Dewey T. Fuller 
Dr. D. L. Gamble 
Colonel M. A. Garuti 
Robert Gee 
Ralph H. Geer 
Bill Gernert 
Harold Gibson 
Robert M. Gibson 
Robert C. Gill 
Jack E. Giroux 
David W. Gladieux 
Thomas L. Click 
J. Naaman Godby 
Richard L. Gordley 
Stewart Gottschalk 
W. T. Hadley 
Patrick E. Haley 
Carl W. Hallberg 
Kris Hanneman 
Fred Hansen 
Kenneth H. Harger 
Gerald B. Harms 
H. Richard Harms 
Robert R. Harms 
James E. Harris 
John Heft 
Dr. Robert D. Henderson 
Ronald J. Henry 
Douglas S. Hess 
Cecil E. Hinesman 
Paul E. Hirschy 
Richard E. Hlavac 
James E. Hof 
Fred Hoffman 
Lowell M. Hoffman 
R. L. Hoffsis 
John E. Hoover 
Andrew L. Householder 
Robert House, Jr. 
Frank E. Huber 
Richard W. Huffer 
Dr. Norman C. Huffman 
James E. Huntington 
Nathan H. Hurt, Jr. 
Nick Hyduke 
James R. Inman 
Interfraternity Council 
Richard J. Jackman 
John E. Jackson 
Joseph Jacques 
Joseph R. Jacques 
Dr. J. R. Janney 
Dr. T. J. Jenson 
William T. Jerome, III 
John L. Johnson 
Charles F. Jones 
George Wm. Jones 
Dr. Kenneth S. Jones 
Gene Karlovec 
Harold E. Kathrens 
Robert J. Keefe 
Leigh W. Kendrick 
Eugene J. Kilpatrick 
Mrs. Quay H. Kinzig 
Alfred W. Kirchner 
Tom Kisselle 
Roy Klever 
L. Rex Klopfenstein, Sr. 
Harry S. Klotz 
LaMar Knecht 
Sara Knestrict 
Alfred G. Kovacs 
William G. Kramer 
E. J. Kreischer 
James E. Krone 
Robert W.  Kruse 
Dr. Marvin L. Kumler 
Charles Kurfess 
James W. Ladd 
Paul W. Ladd 
Merritt P. Lambert 
Howard F. Lang 
Thomas L. Legan 
Harland Lehtomaa 
Charles A. Leone 
James W. Lessig 
Wade D. Lessig 
William J. Lloyd Sr. 
William F. Lord, M.D. 
Warren J. Lotz 
William  N. Mack 
Donald E. Malcolm 
C. Richard Marsh 
Argil W. Martin 
David B. Martin 
John W. Martin 
Raymond G. Martin, Jr. 
Jay C. Maupin 
Robert W. Maurer 
Richard A. Maxwell 
Lyle W. Mayhew 
Mr. & Mrs. Peter P. Meczka 
Helen Meerpohl 
Erwin O. Mehnert 
R. H. Meister 
Vincent Messenger 
Bill Miller 
Jackson L. Miller 
Wayne & Margaret Miller 
Wendelle C. Miller 
Darrel G. Minifie 
William M. Misamore 
Elmer Miskolczi 
Doug Mooney 
Leo E. Morris 
Jack Mortland 
Stephen C. Morton 
Harold R. Moss, D.D.S 
Roger H. Motten 
Bob Moyers 
Bob Mustain 
John R. McCormick 
Robert W. McCracken 
Lt. Gary E. McDaniel 
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth H. McFall 
Herbert L. McMaster 
Fred McMillin, Jr. 
Donald Nehlen 
Rick Nemet 
Albert Newlove 
Edward  N.  Nietz 
James F. O'Brien 
Otto G. Ocvirk 
Dale Otley 
Duane E. Owen 
Robert E. Pemberton 
Charles E. Perry 
Doyt L. Perry 
Marvin R. Peterson 
Velma Pfeiffer 
Clarence Pike 
Michael A.  Pillar 
D. H. Plassman 
Dorothy Sells Pomento 
Paul Pope 
Dudley Potter 
Richard E. Powers 
Clement C. Premo 
Paul M. Purdy 
J. Stanley Purvis 
James C. Quick 
Gerald I. Rader 
Maj. David L. Radlinski 
Dr. James F. Rea 
Robert Reider 
Vinson A. Rehfeld 
Oscar J. Retterer 
Robert G. Riegle 
Chalmer G. Riggs 
Mrs. Willard Rinebold 
R. Don Robinson 
William L. Robinson 
Kenneth J. Rockhold 
Bert Roe, Jr. 
Stan Rose 
Capt. Donald G. Ross 
Arthur W. Roth 
Harold A. "Puck" Rowe 
Wayne C. Rudy 
James Ruehl 
Clarence Russell 
Kenneth E. Russell 
J. C. Scheuerman 
William F. Schmeltz 
Richard E. Schmidt 
Bob Schneider 
Harold E. Schondel 
Greg Schubert 
Matt Schwieterman 
Wayne Sears 
William B. Seemann 
Douglas L. Seiple 
L. C. Shafer 
Richard P. Shaner 
Glenn M. Sharp 
Lloyd L. Shelton 
Edward J. Shestina 
Harold L. Shine 
William Shuler 
Al Siekeres 
Joe K. Silvester 
Edmund Siminski 
F. Gus Skibbie 
A. L. Sloan 
Dr. V. E. Slotterbeck 
Donnal V. Smith 
Forrest A. Smith 
George W. Smith 
Lennis C. Smith 
Paul F. Smith 
Timothy F. Smith 
Weldon A. Smith 
Eldon E. Snyder 
Dallas Sockrider 
Richard F. Soluri 
Kathryn E. Sowers 
Daniel T. Spitler 
E. V. Spitler 
Howard Spoerl 
James L. Stainbrook 
Stuart Stearns 
H. Greeley Steen 
David W. Steinman 
Dr. Clifford A. Stevenson 
Don L. Stevenson 
C. Claitus Stough 
N. R. Strathman 
Dr. Jerry Streichler 
Thomas G. Stubbs 
Ivory Suesberry 
Harvey L. Thomas 
E. Daniel Thoss 
Donald Titus 
John R. Titus 
Loring Todd, Jr. 
Robert J. Tomasic 
Michael Trbovich 
Fred W. Uhlman, Jr. 
George J. Urschel 
Bill Urwin 
Marilyn R. Valentine 
Frank Vamos 
Steve Vamos 
Robert Vannett 
Gene A. VanOrsdall 
Vatan's Import & Gifts 
William H. Violet 
John (Jack) R. Vivian 
Karl E. Vogt 
Harry R. Wagner 
Alice Wall 
Robert K. Wall 
Thomas Wallace 
Eugene M. Walters 
Gerald R. Waltz 
Willard Wankelman 
"Buzz" Warren 
Thomas C. Watts 
Charles R. Webb 
Mort Weislow 
John R. Wellington 
Louis W. Welt 
Richard E.-Wenger 
William A. Whitman 
Raymond C. Whittaker 
George M. Whitson 
H. A. Wickham 
Wilfred D. Wienke 
Philip R. Wigg 
Thomas P. Willett 
Gale Williamson 
Eugene R. Wilson 
Paul N. Windisch 
Chuck Winters 
Paul K. Wissman 
Kerm Witte 
Dr. William T. Witte 
Witzler-Shank Funeral Home 
Jack B. Woodland 
James C. Young 
Robert A. Younkin 
Jim & Lillian Zeigler 
David J. Zeller 
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A TASTE OF TANGERINES 
A taste of tangerines whet the ap- 
petites of Falcon football fans this sea- 
son and more of that "bowl fever" will 
be expected in 1972 and 1973 when 
Coach Don Nehlen's "SUPERCALIFR- 
ACILISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS SOPHO- 
MORES" become juniors and then 
seniors. 
Visions of future trips to the Tang- 
erine Bowl in Orlando, Florida, will 
linger over the winter months and 
spill out during spring practice and 
summer nights as the Falcons prepare 
to improve on their 1971 second- 
place league standing behind Toledo's 
Rockets. 
There's a new era on the horizon 
for Bowling Green football. The dawn 
came in 1971 and those of you who 
were a part of the "Year Of The 
Comeback" know what can be in 
store for the future if the same spirit, 
desire and cooperation is present in 
1972. 
For a program editor to begin the 
thank the persons who have made 
this year's "program" another pos- 
sible national award winner is almost 
an impossible task. Time and space 
does not permit such recognition but 
a warm "thank you" is extended to 
everyone who played a part in our 
success. 
And a special "thank you" to: 
The Falcon football team for the 
enjoyable atmosphere of a winning 
season; Coach Don Nehlen and his 
staff for cooperation, confidential 
comments and close friendship; to 
Dick Young and his administrative 
staff for their assistance and help in 
producing the product. 
To Jim Krone for his money-making 
role as advertising and merchandising 
manager; to the contributing editors 
for supplying "award-winning" stor- 
ies; to Wood County Printing for 
working many overtime hours to in- 
sure a pleasing product; to my wife 
for her proof-reading skill and other 
assistance; to Bill DuBois, for his 
many hours of unsung excellence in 
photography work; to Jerry Fischer 
for his outstanding cover design, and 
finally to myself for having the belief 
that a football program is something 
worth keeping and taking home from 
the stadium. 
But the warmest "thank you" goes 
to you, the fans who have bought 
this program and "believe." Without 
you there would be no program. 
Best wishes for the holidays and 
keep smelling those Tangerines . .. 
EDITOR:  BOB MOYERS 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS 
Dear Falcon Football Fans: 
We would like to express our most sincere appreciation to all those who have 
contributed to make this Fall season so exciting, memorable and enjoyable. 
To the athletes and coaches for providing their thrills; to the gameworkers — 
the Boy Scouts, lot attendants, program sellers, concessionaires, maintenance 
and athletic department staff for providing the frills; and to our loyal students, 
fans and alumni, for furnishing enthusiastic support, our thanks are warmly 
extended. 
Because of the efforts of many, our total athletic picture looks brighter. Few 
are aware of the complexity of athletic event staging from the original decision 
to schedule to the eventual meeting of the teams. Our hat is off to all those 
who have helped in making BC athletics roll along. We look for steady 
progress because enthusiasm is high and we have enjoyed good returns. 
We intend to resist the temptation to get rich quick, but hope to continue the 
stimulation of a resurging and revitalized total program. It will be a while 
before all our Falcons are flying high, but we will be patient, keep our sense 
of humor and our perspective. 
The Bowling Green student-athletes and our entire intercollegiate athletic 
department also wish to publicly express our sincere thanks to all who 
contribute to our Falcon Club. We salute those loyal backers who give so 
freely of their time, effort and money. 
Thank you for joining us today. Your support of our athletic program is greatly 
appreciated. 
Dick Young 
Athletic D 
THE FALCON COACHING STAFF WANTS TO BE THE FIRST TO WISH YOU A VERY HAPPY HOLI- 
DAY SEASON: First row, l-r, Don Nehlen, Mel Brodt, Jack Vivian, Mickey Cochrane and Dick 
Young. Back row, l-r, Bruce Bellard,  Don Purvis, Bob Gill, Tom Stubbs, and Pat Haley. 
WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THE GAME! 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
The Friendly First — With You In Mind 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
Bank At Our University Banking Center 
Across From The Campus     •     352-6506 
STA&IVM Citterns UZ 
STADIUM   PLAZA   SHOPPING   CENTER   Bowling Green, Ohio 
E. Wooster St. at 1-75   Opposite   B.G.S.U. Football Stadium 
DELIGHTFULLY AIR CONDITIONED 
Bowling Green's New Automated Twins!!! 
• Rocking Chair, Living Room Seating 
• Modern  Lounges 
• Gorgeous Decor 
• Twin Concessions 
Truly The Theatre Of 
Tomorrow—A Reality Today 
Open Week Nights at 6:45 
Sat. & Sun. Matinees at  1:45 
127 N. Main St. 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Air Conditioned For Your Comfort 
NEWLY REMODELED AND 
REDECORATED 
Open 6:45 Weeknights, Sat., Sun. Matinees at 1:45 
iRTA 
AIR  CONDITIONED   BY NATURF 
An Ideal Place To Spend 
A Carefree, Enjoyable 
Evening 
3 Mi. South of B.G. on U.S. 25 
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INDIVIDUAL RECORDS 
el Rushing Yardage: Came: 206 yds. Fred Durig 
Vs. Bradley, 1951; Season: 1444 yds. Fred Durig, 
1951; Career: 2564 yds. Fred Durig, 1950-52 
Net Passing Yardage: Game: 299 yds. Vern Wire- 
man Vs. Marshall, 1969; Season: 1666 yds. Vern 
Wireman, 1969; Career: 3057 yds. Vern Wire- 
man, 1968-70 
Total Offense: Game: 264 yds. Vern Wireman Vs. 
Marshall, 1969; Season: 1688 yds. Vern Wire- 
man, 1969; Career: 3163 yds. Vern Wireman, 
1968-1970 
Most Pases Attempted: Game: 48 Vern Wireman 
Vs. West Texas, 1969; Season: 281 Vern Wire- 
man, 1969; Career: 583 Vern Wireman, 1968-70 
Most Passes Completed: Game: 26 Vern Wireman 
Vs. Marshall, 1969; Season: 147 Vern Wireman, 
1969; Career: 272 Vern Wireman, 1968-1970 
Most Passes Caught: Game: 13 Fred Mathews Vs. 
Marshall, 1969; Season: 57 Fred Mathews, 1969; 
Career: 125 Jim Ladd, 1951-53 
Net Receiving Yardage: Game: 164 Bob Zimpfer 
Vs. West Texas, 1969; Season: 785 Bob Zimpfer, 
1969; Career: 1615 Eddie (ones, 1966-68 
Most Points Scored: Game: 48 Orvilie Raberding 
Vs. Findlay, 1921; Season: 66 |im Ladd, 1959; 
Bernie Casey, 1959; Career: 144 Jay Cunning- 
ham, 1962-64 
Most Touchdowns: Game: 8 Orvilie Raberding Vs. 
Findlay, 1921; Season: 11 Jim Ladd, 1952; Ca- 
reer: 23 Jay Cunningham, 1962-64 
Most Extra Points Attempted: Game: 22 Carl Bach- 
man Vs. Findlay, 1921; Season: 34 Al Silva, 1968; 
Career: 74 Asa Elsea, 1960-62 
Most Extra Points Made: Game: 19 Carl liachman 
Vs. Findlay, 1921; Season: 31 Jerry Ward, 1964; 
Career: 68 Asa Elsea, 1960-62 
Most Punts: Game: 13 Max Minnich Vs. Ohio Uni- 
versity, 1947; Season: 80 Tom Lawrence, 1969; 
Career: 147 Tom Lawrence, 1968-70 
Most Yardage Punting: Game: 503 Max Minnich 
Vs. Ohio University, 1947; Season: 2923 Tom 
Lawrence, 1969; Career: 5342 Tom Lawrence, 
1968-70 
Best Punting Average: Game: 53.3 Bill Bradshaw 
Vs. Ohio University, 1953; Season: 44.0 Bill 
Bradshaw, 1953; Career: 42.2 Bill Bradshaw, 
1952-54 
TEAM GAME RECORDS 
Net Rushing Yardage: 590 yds. Vs. Findlay, 1921 
Number Rushing Plays: 73 Vs. Kent State, 1949 
Most First Downs Rushing: 22 Vs. Western Michi- 
gan, 1956 
Net Passing Yardage: 299 yds. Vs. Marshall, 1969 
Most  Passes  Attempted:   48  attempts  Vs.  West 
Texas State, 1969 
Most Passes Completed: 26 completions Vs. Mar- 
shall, 1969 
Most Passes Intercepted: 7 interceptions Vs. Xavier, 
1946 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 5 interceptions Vs. 
Western Michigan & Toledo, 1954 
Most   First   Downs   Passing:   16  first  downs  Vs. 
Marshall, 1969 
Most Points Scored: 151 points Vs. Findlay, 1921 
Most Touchdowns: 22 TDs, Vs. Findlay, 1921 
Most Extra Points: 19 PATs Vs. Findlay, 1921 
Most Punts: 14 punts Vs. Ohio University, 1947 
Most Yardage Punting: 503 yds. Vs. Ohio Univer- 
sity, 1947 
Best Punting Average: 53.3 (6 for 320) Vs. Ohio 
University, 1953 
HOUSE  OF i/jL 
* FiN^ FURNITURE 
QUALITY and SERVICE - 
WE HAVE BOTH! 
OPEN   Monday — Saturday 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday,  12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
352-5832 
175 & 245 NORTH MAIN     •     BOWLING GREEN 
FIGHT   FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. 
S B X 
FOR THE BEST IN 
NEW   &   USED  TEXTBOOKS 
SWEATSHIRTS  &  MASCOTS 
AND 
A wide variety of cloth and paperback 
books for your educational needs and 
general  reading enjoyment. 
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Rae Lynn  Koppert 
Randy Breit 
Connie Harris 
Tom  Kennard 
Sandi   Brachlow 
Bob Koeth 
Marcia Keith 
Ed  Watkins 
Chris Mohler Netha Browning 
Danny McManus       \        Randy Edwards 
Sharon Follett 
Terry Vivian 
ALMA MATER 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
For our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
>*mmum 
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FAMOUS 
VAMOUS 
DEALS 
FORDIINC. 
1089  NORTH  MAIN ST.     •     BOWLING  GREEN,  OHIO 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■if ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■II ■Ml 
Pictured  above  (left to  right)  are  Frank  and  Steve Vamos,  Falcon  Club  "Honorary Coaches".  The   1971 
Ford LTD and  1971   Buick LaSabre are Falcon staff cars courtesy of Vamos Ford and Vamos Buick. 
STEVE 
Buick-Opel 1051 NORTH MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
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WINTER WINNERS WONDER WHY 
There's a basketball renaissance in 
the planning stages for the Falcons 
with first-year coach Pat Haley de- 
termined to rebuild the Falcons into 
a cage power similar to the Nate 
Thurmond-Howard Komives champi- 
onship teams of the early 1960's on 
which he was a starting guard. 
The 30-year-old coach immediately 
went out and recruited what could 
develop into the best freshman team 
in BG history. But unless the NCAA 
grants instant eligibility for freshmen, 
the likes of 6-9 Bill Howard and 6-8 
Cornelius Cash from Dayton Dunbar's 
state runner-ups; 30-point-plus all- 
Ohio guards in Jeff Montgomery and 
Dick Selgo, and 6-4 Ohio hurdle king 
Ron Weber of Rossford will have to 
wait until 1972-73 to help the varsity. 
"Haley's Comets" will be a running, 
gunning collection of shooters who 
had better put the ball in the hoop 
because rebounding figures to be the 
main problem on a team whose 
center will be 6-5 or less. Key return- 
ess among the seven junior lettermen 
(who were 12-2 and 7-0 in MAC play 
as freshmen) are 6-5 forward Dalynn 
"Turkey" Badenhop, who will be one 
of the league's top players this season, 
and 6-3 guard Jeff Lessig. Shooter Jack 
Wissman, 6-4 guard, is the top pros- 
pect from an 8-6 freshman team 
which had its moments with wins over 
Dayton and Michigan. 
Other lettermen include 6-6 Le 
Henson, 6-6 Tom Scott, 6-4 Jeff 
Booms, 5-10 Al Russ and 6-2 Tom 
Babik. Center Tim Perrine, another 
junior, will be eligible again after sit- 
ting out last season. 
•••••••••** 
To borrow an historical phrase, 
Bowling Green's hockey team hopes 
"to speak softly and carry a big stick" 
as the Falcons enter their third year 
of varsity play and designs on a "top 
10" national ranking and gaining a 
berth in the NCAA tournament. 
Although Coach Jack Vivian admits 
his team could still be a year away 
from making a definite bid for the 
national championship, the BG icers 
will be loaded with veterans with 16 
returning lettermen, including the top 
six scorers, on hand to face a murder- 
ous schedule that includes two holi- 
day tournaments (Cleveland & Flint) 
and such top-flight opponents as 
Michigan State, RPI and Lake Superior 
State. 
An added incentive will be the for- 
mation of the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association which will find 
St. Louis, Ohio State, Ohio University 
and Bowling Green battling for the 
league title and post-season tourna- 
ment championship. 
Heading the list of returnees from 
last year's 18-12-1 team which rang 
up a 13-game winning streak and 
dumped such powers as Notre Dame 
and Clarkson are versatile junior Gord 
McCosh who can play anywhere; 
senior defenseman Glenn Shirton, a 
bonified All-American candidate if 
he stays healthy; and "super-soph" 
centers Gerry Bradbury and Mike 
Bartley. 
Bradbury, a sixth-round draft choice 
of the L.A. Kings in 1970, set a single- 
season point record of 52 markers 
last season with 19 goals and 33 
assists. His speedy linemate, "Bronc" 
Bartley, did the same in goal produc- 
tion with 22 that included a pair of 
hat tricks. McCosh, who slammed 
home 14 goals and 26 assists before 
being sidelined with a neck injury 
with 11 games to play, is another high 
scorer who can play both defense and 
offense with the best. 
Shirton will again head up the de- 
fense which will be strengthened by 
the presence of outstanding freshman 
recruits. 
Other Falcons to watch include 
"Minute-Man" Pete Badour who 
scored a goal in the first minute of 
play four times last season; defense- 
man Chuck Gyles, who ranked fifth 
with 7 goals and 28 assists, and de- 
pendable Brian Williams at wing. 
Senior Paul Galaski, who turned 
into a stone wall in the second half 
of the season as a netminder, returns 
to goal along with Terry Miskolczi, 
who probably has the best gloved 
hand of any tender in the nation. 
1971-72 BASKETBALL 
Dec.    1 at Dayton 
4 at Marquette 
11 BALL STATE 
14 CINCINNATI 
18 ST. BONAVENTURE 
27-28 at Detroit Motor City 
Jan.     4 NIAGARA 
8 OHIO  UNIVERSITY 
15 at Miami University 
19 at Toledo University 
22 MARSHALL UNIV. 
26 KENT STATE 
29 at Western Michigan 
31 CLEVELAND STATE 
Feb.    5 MIAMI  UNIVERSITY 
12 at Marshall  University 
14 at Notre Dame 
16 WESTERN   MICHIGAN 
19 TOLEDO   UNIVERSITY 
23 at Kent State 
26 at Loyola 
28 NORTHERN   ILLINOIS 
Mar.    4 at Ohio University 
Home starting time 7:30 p.m. 
1971-72 HOCKEY 
Nov.    5 RYERSON  (Ont.) 
6 RYERSON  (Ont.) 
12 MICHIGAN  STATE 
13 MICHIGAN  STATE 
19 U. OF WESTERN ONT. 
20 U. OF WESTERN ONT. 
26 at Rensselaer Polytech 
27 at Rensselaer Polytech 
Dec.    3 LAKE SUPERIOR STATE 
4 LAKE SUPERIOR STATE 
20 at Cleveland Tourney 
21 at Cleveland Tourney 
28 at Flint Tourney 
29 at Flint Tourney 
Jan.     7 at Ohio University 
8 at Ohio University 
14 at Ohio State 
15 OHIO STATE 
21 at St. Louis Univ. 
23 at St. Louis Univ. 
28 LAKE FOREST 
29 LAKE FOREST 
Feb.     1 at St. Clair 
4 GUELPH  UNIV. 
5 GUELPH  UNIV. 
11 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
12 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
18 OHIO STATE 
19 at Ohio State 
25 ST. LOUIS 
26 ST. LOUIS 
Mar.    3 at CCHA Play-Offs 
4 at CCHA Play-Offs 
Home 7:30 p.m. 
For Ticket  Information 
Call oi Write Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office, Bowling Green 
State University, Bowling Green, 
Ohio, 43403 (AC 419, 372-2762) 
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GOOD    LUCK    FALCONS! 
SAVINGS BANK 
COMPANY 
SINCE 1899 
CYGNET, OHIO 43413 
PHONE 419 655-2311 
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT 
INSURANCE CORPORATION 
'We're not the Largest Bank, but our Customers 
Think We're THE BEST" 
FOOD FOR THE DISCRIMINATING 
EMIL J.  PETTI 
presents 
Alpte Mla0? 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
Kipmt OUtff lorns? 
CATAWBA ISLAND 
Alpto lilla^e 
FINDLAY, OHIO 
(% 3fart JtnMag Matrix Jntt 
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY, OHIO 
For those who enjoy something different 
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SOCCER 
Oct. 1  at Kent State     3:30 p.m. 
Oct. 5 AKRON                3:30 p.m. 
Oct. 8 MIAMI                 3:30 p.m. 
Oct. 12 W.MICHIGAN  3:30p.m. 
Oct. 16 BALL STATE              2 p.m. 
Oct. 20 at Wooster        3:30 p.m. 
Oct. 27 at Mich. State   3:30 p.m. 
Oct. 30 at Ohio State        11 a.m. 
Nov. 3 at Denison         3:30 p.m. 
Nov. 6 OHIO UNIVERSITY 2 p.m. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 18 at Wayne State/Central 
Michigan 
Oct. 2 INDIANA, BALL STATE 
11 a.m. 
Oct. 8 at Notre Dame Invit. 
Oct. 16 at Toledo/Kent 
Oct. 23 ALL OHIO 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 11 a.m. 
Oct. 30 at Eastern Michigan 
Nov. 6 at MAC Championships 
(Kalamazoo, Mich.) 
Nov. 13 at Central Collegiate 
Championships 
Nov. 22 at NCAA Championships 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 
Oct. 8 at Kent State           3 p.m. 
Oct. 15 TOLEDO                   3 p.m. 
Oct. 22 at Miami                  2 p.m. 
Nov. 5 WESTERN MICH.    2 p.m. 
Nov. 12 KENTUCKY               2 p.m. 
LEHMAN'S 
MEN'S WEAR 
147 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-7511 
• Arrow Shirts 
• Levi Slacks 
& Sportswear 
• Dobbs  Hats 
• Jockey Underwear 
SUITS   TAILORED 
TO  MEASURE 
Macs  Leitman 
Class of 1930 
TURNPIKE 
TRAVELERS 
• Honda 
• Datsun 
• Ski - Doo 
222  North Main 
Bowling  Green, Ohio 
352-6905     •     352-9355 
For   Your 
Sports  Viewing  Pleasure 
QUALITY   OPTIC   BINOCULARS 
Fine Cameras And Complete 
Camera  Supplies 
STORE   HOURS 
Sun. 9- 12:30 and 4-9:30 
Mon. thru Thurs. 8:30- 10 
Fri.   and   Sat.   8:30-10:30 
RDCER5 
BROS. 
DRUGS 
135 North Main — Bowling Green 
PHONE 354-0914 
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IT'S OFFICIAL: MAC 25 YEARS YOUNG 
By JACK R. McLAIN 
Time really passes. When you're 
doing something you really enjoy and 
are fortunate enough to work with so 
many fine individuals, you just don't 
realize how fast the years pass. What 
I'm trying to say, I guess, is that it 
hardly seems possible the Mid- 
American Conference has reached its 
Silver Anniversary milestone. 
All the same, every minute of this 
period has been most rewarding and 
gratifying to me personally for I am 
one of the football referees fortunate 
enough to have been accorded the 
opportunity and privilege to serve the 
MAC since its inception in the winter 
of 1946-47. 
During these 25 years, I have come 
into contact with scores of excellent 
coaches, players and officials. Names 
which readily come to mind include 
Woody Hayes, Johnny Pont, Ara 
Parseghian, Frank Lauterbur, Johnny 
Gill, Bo Schembechler, Don Peden, 
Dutch Trautwein, Kermit Blosser, Trev 
Rees, Doyt Perry, Harold "Andy" An- 
derson, Tony Hinkle, Johnny Brickels, 
Herb Royer, Carroll Widdoes and Bill 
Hess among the coaches. 
Also, many exceptional players too 
numerous to mention and a long list 
of fine officials. At the risk of missing 
someone, these would include Jim 
Beiersdorfer, Dan Tehan, Russ Fin- 
sterwald, Joel Burghalter, Carlisle Dol- 
lings, Lowell Wrigley, Fred Swearing- 
en, Harry Kessel, Bob Baur, Ralph 
Vandenberg, Al Sabato, Fritz Graf, 
Paul Tripinski, Don Hamilton Jr., Don 
Wedge, Jim Langhurst, Russ Rupp, 
Bob Daganhardt, Bud Shopbell, Don 
Elsass, Bob Whetstone, Sam Devine, 
Gus Skibbie, John Hogan, Carl Bru- 
baker, Del Groezinger, Chalmer Hix- 
son, George Ellis, Ernie Roush, 
Howard Wirtz, Frank Baird, Harold 
Rolph, Jack Rhodes, Ray Dodez, Pete 
Lanigan; Frank Luzar and Bob Hepler. 
Many officials who got their start 
in the MAC have reached the heights 
of this much-maligned and often mis- 
understood avocation by "graduating" 
to the professional leagues. The MAC 
has been such a great preparatory 
media, in fact, that some of its offici- 
ating alumni have worked in profes- 
sional playoff games, league champi- 
onship games and yes, even the Super 
Bowl! 
I would be remiss if I failed to men- 
tion here that many of these achieve- 
ments did not come about by chance. 
Officiating associations were responsi- 
ble for some of the progress detailed 
above but, insofar as the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference is concerned, a great 
deal of credit belongs to Dr. Reese, 
Robert C. James and now Fred Jacoby 
— the fine gentlemen who have given 
the Conference exceptional guidance 
during their regimes as Commission- 
ers. 
An official really is a wonderful 
creature. You can criticize him but 
you can't intimidate him. You can 
question his judgment but not his 
honesty. He is fair play personified. 
He is a hard-working, alert, deter- 
mined individual who keeps sports- 
manship uppermost in his mind. He 
doesn't run, ruin or rule the game; 
rather, he is a much-maligned, mis- 
understood individual determined to 
make his own small yet significant 
contribution to the American way of 
life through service to athletics. 
SOUVENIR SEEKERS, COLLECTORS AND JUST PLAIN FOOTBALL FANS . . . 
DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS! 
The 
Mid-American Conference 
25th Anniversary Yearbook 
IS NOW AVAILABLE 
$2.50 PER COPY LIMITED QUANTITIES 
All 88 Pages Are Alive With Statistical, 
Historical and Personal Information on MAC 
Greats—Past and Present. To Reserve Your 
Copy, Simply Fill Out the Coupon Below 
and Return it Today to: 
The MAC News Bureau 
3280 Riverside Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 43221 
(Make Checks Payable to 
MAC News Service Bureau) 
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AFTER THE GAME 
TRY THE HOLIDAY INN OF PERRYSBURG 
Intersection of 1-75 and Route 20 
Featuring.- 
The Wooden Indian Restaurant 
Blacksmith's Cocktail Lounge 
Phone: 874-3111 
REG.U.S.PAI.OfF. 
BOB SCHNEIDER OLDS-CADILLAC, INC 
"THE WINNING TEAM" 
Left to Right: ART MILLER (Service & Parts Manager), JOHN McKEE (Sales), BOB SCHNEIDER (President), OTIS BLOCK (Business 
Manager),  GEORGE  PETERS  (Sales),  DICK PERRY (Body Shop Manager). 
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MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE COMPOSITE SCHEDULE 
1947  - -  SILVER  ANNIVERSARY  YEAR -   1971 
PLAYING 
DATES 
BOWLING 
GREEN Score KENT  STATE Score MIAMI Score OHIO Score TOLEDO Score W.M.U. Score 
September 11 OPEN N. C.STATE 
Away — N 
PACIFIC 
Away — N 
OPEN E. CAROLINA Away — N 
ILLINOIS ST. 
Home 
September 18 OHIO 
Away 
CINCINNATI 
Away — N 
XAVIER 
Away — N 
B. C. 
Home 
VILLANOVA 
Home — N 
BALL ST. 
Away 
September 25 E. CAROLINA 
Home 
OHIO   (TV) 
Away 
DAYTON 
Away — N 
KENT (TV) 
Home 
TEXAS (Arl) 
Away — N 
N. ILLINOIS 
Home 
W.M.U. 
Home 
IOWA ST. 
Home 
MARSHALL 
Home 
TOLEDO 
Away 
OHIO 
Home — N 
B. G. 
Away 
October 9 TOLEDO 
Home 
W.M.U. 
Away 
OPEN KENTUCKY Away — N 
B. G. 
Away 
KENT 
Home 
October 16 KENT 
Away 
B. G. 
Home 
OHIO 
Home — HC 
MIAMI 
Away 
W.M.U. 
Home — HC 
TOLEDO 
Away 
October 23 MIAMI 
Home — HC 
XAVIER 
Away —• N 
B. G. 
Away 
V.P.I. 
Away 
DAYTON 
Home — N 
MARSHALL 
Home —HC 
October  30 MARSHALL 
Away 
N. ILLINOIS 
Home —HC  
TOLEDO 
Home 
W.M.U. 
Home — HC 
MIAMI 
Away 
OHIO 
Away 
November 6 TEXAS (ARL) 
Away — N 
MARSHALL 
Home 
W.M.U. 
Away 
TULANE 
Away — N 
N. ILLINOIS 
Away 
MIAMI 
Home 
November 13 XAVIER 
Home 
MIAMI 
Home 
KENT 
Away 
CINCINNATI 
Home 
MARSHALL 
Away 
PACIFIC 
Home 
November 20 DAYTON 
Away 
TOLEDO 
Away — N 
CINCINNATI 
Home 
MARSHALL 
Away 
KENT 
Home — N OPEN 
N — Night Game;        HC — Homecoming Game;        Shaded areas indicate Conference Games. 
ZAS^I.^ 
42 STORES SERVING 
YOUR SHOPPING NEEDS! 
Compliments Of 
own 
SUPER  MARKETS 
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After The Game Follow The Crowd To 
BACHELORS   m 
893 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM FRISCH'S 
Bowling Green's Newest Young Adult Night Club 
(You Must Be 18 or Older) 
— featuring — 
• Choice Liquors, Cocktails And Mixed 
Drinks — Beer By The Pitcher 
• Newly Enlarged Dance Floor 
• Private Party Room 
OPEN 3  P.M. —2:30 A.M. 
Registered State of Ohio #RN30611 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
(Tftc Datftj J&ttdinzl-'&vifmm 
"Falcon Sports Coverage At Its Best' 
Invites Fans To Select The Outstanding 
Falcon Players Of The Week! 
Vote For Your Favorite 
This Week! 
Each week the Falcons play at home, fans will have 
the opportunity to select the outstanding defensive 
and offensive player. Complete the ballot and drop 
it in one of the ballot boxes as you leave the sta- 
dium. The next Tuesday, The Daily Sentinel-Tribune 
will announce the players selected by fan vote. 
Drop Your Ballot In One Of The Boxes 
On The Way Out Of The Game 
Follow Falcon & Mid-American 
Conference Sports Activities In 
The Sentinel-Tribune 
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BGSU ATHLETICS: PREVIEW & REVIEW 
The 1970-71 athletic year at Bowl- 
ing Green State University certainly 
had its moments. Both to remember 
. . . and to forget. 
Likewise, the 1971-72 season will 
also have many exciting events. Again, 
both to remember. .. and to forget. 
Just in case you might want to re- 
member and forget some of those 
moments, the following list of "hap- 
penings" should whet the appetite of 
all  Falcon sport fans. 
All-American  Sid  Sink     Goalie Laurie Turevon 
SID SINK . . . seven-time track & 
cross country All-American falling in 
the cinders during the mile run at 
the MAC track championships . . . 
then coming back an hour later to 
win the three-mile from Western 
Michigan's Jeromee Liebenberg with 
a final lap burst of speed in the meet- 
record time of 13:36.3 ... A month 
later at the NCAA championships in 
Seattle, Sink would run the fastest 
steeplechase ever run by a collegian 
(8:30.9) in defending his national 
championship in a race which some- 
how got lost in the shuffle of tele- 
vision coverage supplied by ABC's 
Wide World of Sports . . . Fortunately 
CBS tuned in next week at the AAU 
meet when Sink set his sensational 
American record of 8:26.4 in the 
steeplechase. 
THE REVOLVING DOOR POLICY 
. . . Doyt L. Perry Day on Nov. 14 
produced tears in the eyes of a great 
man on the eve of his "retirement" 
as Falcon athletic director . . . Perry 
retired in December and Bob Bell, the 
man from UCLA, replaced him in 
January . . . Three months later, Bell 
left the University and Dick Young 
jumped from his seat on the bench 
as BGSU baseball coach into the ath- 
letic director's chair . . . Doors also 
opened for Bob Dudley, "dean" of 
assistant football coaches, who step- 
ped up to become an administrative 
assistant to the athletic director and 
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supervisor of the golf course; Pat 
Haley, the "fifth" man on the Howard 
Komives-Nate Thurmond teams, who 
replaced Bob Conibear as head bas- 
ketball coach, and Don Purvis, ex-N.Y. 
Yankee farmhand, who became head 
baseball coach shortly after his 
Aquinas College Tommies scored a 
13-8 win over Bowling Green. 
JOY    OF    VICTORY      AND    THE 
AGONY  OF  DEFEAT . . .  Phil  Villa- 
piano,   AP   honorable   mention   All- 
American   and   now  Oakland   Raider 
property, forcing his fourth Western 
Michigan   fumble   and    receiving   a 
humble compliment from the Bronco 
P. A.     announcer    who     explained: 
"Causing the fumble again was Villa- 
piano. Thank God he's a senior." . . . 
Happiness   Is   Homecoming:   BG  44, 
Kent   State   0 . . . Reserve   quarter- 
back   Don   Plusquellic's  gallant  gen- 
eralship   of  a   last-minute   drive   vs. 
Miami which failed only because of 
Tim Raybuck's last-second knockdown 
of a pass intended for Gary Schaefer 
in the end zone . . . Stu "The Shoe" 
Shestina's   38-yard   field    goal   with 
64   seconds   left   to   beat   Marshall, 
26-24, seven  days  before the tragic 
air crash which brought sadness and 
death to the college football  scene 
. . . For The Future:  Freshman Foot- 
ballers go 4-0, Rip Toledo, 69-12 . . . 
Cross   Country   team   runs   winning 
streak  to  15  with   10-0   undefeated 
season . . . Dave Wottle, forced out 
after  two   miles  of the  MAC  cross 
country   championships   with   a   leg 
injury,  would   run   no  more  for the 
next nine months.. . Without Wottle, 
harriers  run well to finish eighth  in 
the NCAA championships with Sink 
placing eighth in individual competi- 
tion . . . Soccer   team   extends   na- 
tionally-ranked   Michigan   State   into 
overtime   before   bowing,   4-2,   after 
last-second goal in first overtime peri- 
od .. . For second year in row, Dayton 
Flyers score identical 72-70 win over 
Falcon   basketballers   on   basket   by 
John Bitter (of all people) with one 
second left . . . Then there was the 
night that Miami (MAC champs and 
NCAA   tournament   team)   came   to 
town   and   left  a   78-68   loser . . . 
Marquette (ranked second in the na- 
tion at the time) also came to town 
and departed with a 96-74 win which 
didn't even come close to telling how 
good   they  were   ...  The   icemen 
(hockey team) cometh on strong with 
7-4 victory over nationally-ranked 
Clarkson and pair of wins over Notre 
Dame . . . leers just miss cracking 
top ten teams . . . With six freshman 
as starters, wrestlers go 11-6 with 
22-14 shocker of Western Michigan 
rating top billing . . . Freestyle relay 
victory in final event paces swimmers 
to 57-56 upset victory over powerful 
Ashland . . . Golfers take 10-team 
Falcon Invitational championship in 
driving wind and rain as no swinger 
breaks 80 on BG course . . . Lacross- 
men led Syracuse (ranked 17th in 
nation), 7-6, with minute to play . . . 
lose out, 8-7, on pair of goals in final 
46 seconds . . . The "big" game for 
Midwest championship went to Deni- 
son by 7-2 count . . . Stickmen still 
finish ranked 23rd in nation as John 
Brizendine wins All-American honors 
. . . Baseball team loses three, one-run 
games to Miami . . . Team drops 10 
one-run affairs in first 20 starts . . . 
Doug Bair tosses one-hitter at Western 
Michigan in 3-0 win . . . Bair strikes 
out 21 batters in 4-3 win over TU . . . 
Cincinnati (NCAA tournament team) 
falls twice in doubleheader by 5-2 and 
8-1 counts . . . Tennis finds junior Bill 
Oudsema taking conference title at 
second singles . . . Whittaker Track 
scene of Central Collegiate Champi- 
onships ... In final home race, Sink 
becomes first runner since Jesse 
Owens to win six CCC titles as he 
takes steeplechase and three-mile 
runs to win most valuable performer 
laurels for second time in three years 
. . . Summer activity is highlighted by 
Falcon athletic department Softball 
team which wins Bowling Green 
American League championship . . . 
but that's another story. 
Wrestler Dave Wolfe Golfer Rick Faulk 
For a mini-preview of things to 
come, here are some capsule com- 
ments: 
BASEBALL — In 1971, the BG baseball 
team  compiled   a  19-21   record   and 
finished fourth in the MAC race with 
an 8-6 record. Twelve of the defeats 
were by one run. The Falcons will 
have a new coach in 1972. Don Purvis, 
a 1960 graduate of BG and a former 
N.Y. Yankee farmhand, has replaced 
Dick Young as coach. All-MAC sec- 
ond-baseman Rod Allen and MVP 
shortstop Gary Haas head up a group 
of 11 returning lettermen. For addi- 
tional information contact the base- 
ball office (372-2401). 
BASKETBALL — Pat Haley, '63, will 
enter his first season as head coach 
with seven junior lettermen returning 
from last year's 7-18 team which fin- 
ished sixth in the MAC with a 2-8 
mark. For openers, Haley went out 
and recruited what is regarded as one 
of the nation's top 25 freshman teams. 
For additional information, contact 
the basketball office (372-2401). John 
Heft and Ivory Suesberry are assistant 
coaches. 
CROSS COUNTRY — Sid Sink will be 
the only runner not returning from 
the 1970 team which rolled to a 10-0 
season and finished third in the MAC 
meet. The Falcons also were champi- 
ons of the 29-team Notre Dame Invi- 
tational and All-Ohio meets and were 
second in the Central Collegiates. BG 
placed eighth in the NCAA champi- 
onships. For information, contact 
coach Mel Brodt (372-2401) or assist- 
ant coach Lloyd Crable (372-2401). 
FOOTBALL — A game where you 
watch the figures on sweaters, instead 
of in them. Without it, you wouldn't 
have to be reading this program. 
GOLF — BG's 1971 golf team fash- 
ioned an 11-3 record and repeated as 
champions of the 10-team Falcon 
Invitational. The linksmen finished 
fifth in the MAC championships. Low 
scorer Rick Faulk (78.3) will lead six 
returning lettermen into the 1972 
season. For information contact Coach 
John Piper (372-2876). 
HOCKEY — The Falcon icers expect 
to shoot for a rank among the nation's 
top 10 teams during the 1971-72 sea- 
son after rolling up an 18-12-1 record 
and winning the Mideastern Colleg- 
iate Hockey Association Champion- 
ship last season. The six leading 
scorers are back headed by sopho- 
mores Gerry Bradbury and Mike Bart- 
ley and junior Gord McCosh. For 
information, contact Coach Jack 
Vivian (372-2964). 
INDOOR TRACK — Bowling Green 
doesn't have one. However, ageless 
Senior Sid Sink (yes, he has one quar- 
ter of eligibility left) and a healthy 
Dave Wottle could team up to give 
BG a shot at the NCAA indoor cham- 
pionship. For information, contact 
coach Mel Brodt (372-2401) or assist- 
ant coach Lloyd Crable (372-2401). 
LACROSSE — in 1971, the lacrosse 
team fashioned an 8-3 record to again 
rank as one of the best teams in the 
Midwest. The Falcons were 6-1 in the 
Midwest Lacrosse Association for sec- 
ond place. BG lost 13 seniors but per- 
haps the finest group of freshmen in 
the history of the sport will be in- 
stantly eligible next spring. For infor- 
mation, contact Coach Mickey Coch- 
rane  (372-2401). 
SOCCER — Coach Mickey Cochrane 
(372-2401) will have 13 returning 
lettermen on hand this fall from last 
year's squad which posted a 4-5-1 
record. As usual the Falcons will play 
the best teams in the Midwest. 
SWIMMING — Coach Tom Stubbs 
(372-2673) will have 12 lettermen re- 
turning from last year's 6-7 team 
which placed fifth in the MAC cham- 
pionships. Sophomore sprinter Steve 
Breithaupt should be one of the 
league's best this season. 
TENNIS — There were no seniors of 
BG's 1971 net squad which had an 
8-9 season and placed fifth in the 
MAC meet. Senior Bill Oudsema won 
the MAC second singles title and Jun- 
ior Tom Lightvoet was second at first 
singles. For information, contact coach 
Bob  Gill   (372-2876). 
TRACK — Bowling Green's 1971 track 
team had another banner outdoor 
season behind All-American Sid Sink. 
The Falcons had 6-3 dual-meet rec- 
ord; placed sixth in the 46-team 
USTFF meet; fifth in the 50-team Cen- 
tral Collegiate meet; fifth in the MAC 
meet, and first in the Wayne State 
Invitational. Junior All-American Dave 
Wottle will head up the 1972 team. 
For information, contact coach Mel 
Brodt (372-2401) or assistant coach 
Lloyd Crable (372-2401). 
WRESTLING — The freshmen who led 
the Falcons to an 11-6 season and fifth 
place in the MAC championships will 
be sophomores in 1971-72. Most val- 
uable performer Dave Wolfe (190) 
heads up what should be an excellent 
team. For information, contact Coach 
Bruce Bellard (372-2876). 
MO-DOR-IN 
BEVERAGE CENTER 
1017 N. Main 
CHAMPAGNE 
BEER* WINE 
• Party 
Supplies 
• Groceries 
• Lunch Meat 
"Our Beer Is Ice Cold" 
Open TODAY Till Midnight 
(§lb f iatttatttm 
APPROVED    ($£$)    RESTAURANT 
Col. Smedlap Effingtass 
1784-1884 
Hospitality Since 1836 
Cocktails: 4 p.m. — closing 
Dinners: 5 p.m. — 11:45 
Dinner served by Candlelight with the 
Colonel and Southern Belles making your 
visit to the Old Plantation an enjoyable 
and  relaxing  experience . . . 
E. WAYNE ST. at RIVER RD. 
MAUMEE, O. 
Phone: TW3-8789 
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All 
FALCO 
FOOTBALL 
ALL-AMERICANS 
FRED DURIG 
1952 AP Little All-America 
JIM LADD 
1953 AP Little All-America 
JACK HECKER 
1955 AP Little All-America 
TIM MURNEN 
1957 AP Little All-America 
BOB ZIMPFER 
1959 AP Little All-America 
BERNIE CASEY 
1959 AP Little All-America 
MIKE WEGER 
1965 AP All-America 
THE LORRAINE 
OIL COMPANY 
SUNOCO! 
Distributors of 
Sun Oil 
Products 
FARM & HOME - WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
1006 North Main — Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-6801 
MAUMEE VALLEY 
VENDING CO. 
Automatic Merchandising Specialists 
• Complete vending service • Specially trained personnel 
• Prompt 24-hour service • Complete insurance 
• Custom designed installations • Bonded, uniformed servicemen 
• Fresh, selected merchandise • Approved by State Health Dept. 
DEFIANCE, OHIO PHONE 782-8921 
Mr. Plazeman — 8309 
'1 FAI 197 LCONS 
1971 BOWLING GREEN VARSITY FOOTBALL 
TEAM: First Row, l-r, Gary Schaefer, Al 
Pease, Mark Pillar, Norm Hillstrom, Gene 
Nicolini, Denny Maupin, Jerry Fields, Don 
Plusquellic, Larran Meador, Joe Keetle, Rich 
Duetemeyer, John Cook, Stu Shestina, Dave 
Konowal. Second Row, Jim Ruehl, Earl 
Hargrove, Gary Zelonis, John Jacquof, Dick 
Missler, John Czerwinski, Tony Kijanko, Jon 
Brandyberry, Bill Fisher, Steve Price, Steve 
Madden, Dave Wolfe, Bob Kilpatrick, Bill 
Montrie, Pete Pryfogle, Don Nehlen. Third 
Row, Tom Kisselle, Bill Witte, Gary Seamann, 
Don Dillingham, Julius Livas, Brett Molk, 
Bob Martin, Tim Quinn, Gary McBride, Mike 
Rimas, Dave McMichael, Bill Pittman, Frank 
Allen, Joe Babies, Mark Beach, Rey Dempsey. 
Fourth Row, Carlos Jackson, Don Albrecht, 
Jesse Greathouse, John Villapiano, Tom 
Housteau, Jamie Henneberry, Bill Centa, 
Mike Peregord, Ed McCoy, Hal Watz, Tom 
Hall, Tony Bell, Myron Wilson, Barry 
McCurdy, Rick Hans, Ron Chismar. Fifth Row, 
Dale Strahm, Fred Lane, Paul Miles, Chet 
Turner, Tom Fisher, Phil Polak, Greg Meczka, 
Greg Brewton, Rick Newman, Reid Lamport, 
Roger Wallace, Kevin Taylor, Brian Cross, 
Fred Sturt, Gary Tranquill. Sixth Row, Jim 
Hodakievic, Dave Finley, Mike Von Stein, 
Larry Kehres, Rocky Alt, Mike Norman, 
Tom Mulligan, Lee Kermode, Ric Courson, 
Gary Lake, Garry Miller, Harry Tyson, Bob 
Livengood, Glenn Sharp, Don Woods, Mark 
Cusac, and Glen Foster. 
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GOOD 
LUCK 
B.G. 
FALCONS 
FROM ONE 
WINNING TEAM 
ANOTHER! 
LOCATED IN THE STADIUM 
SHOPPING CENTER 
Great Scot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
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Through the Courtesy of BELL & BECKWITH 
Members of New York Stock Exchange 
234 ERIE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO     •     PHONE CH. 1-3201 
